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WINSLOW

Booth Tarkington, Maine's premier j At the eighth annual national
author, is at his rollicking best in telegraphic roll call of the American
"Tweedles the rich and intensely ; Legion held at National headquarters
,
The Rockland Gazette was established human comedy to be presented Dec. 11„ Indianapolis, Nov. 16, a record
iishKl^Bnd'co'nsoiida^ed w'lt^the Oazette j 10-11 at the High School auditorium smashing
advance enrollment of
in
.n?inFiMi7h7nge“its,t^mehtolby the senior class.
'448.559 members for 1937 was re-

Subscriptions 43 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
,

Rockland. Dec. 4
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
One wonders if the public really

THREE CENTS A COPY

MRS. ELLINGWOOD’S WORKERS

Volume 91................ Number 146.

FROM THE CITY REPORTS

Committees Named For Women’s Division— Some Matters Which Have Special Interest For
Citizens At Large
Equipment Drive Now Incorporated

There's a lot of detail connected friends of the library for books re
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, chairman of.. Npw the corporation will do another
H
knows the conditions of the poor in tthe Womens' Division of the Rockland fine piece of public welfare work, the with the city clerk's office not to ceived.
During the year a fine oil portrait
be expressed in dollars and cents.
Rockland. That children are laying Community & School Improvement I equipping of the new structure.
cold at night for lack of sufficient Association's drive to raise a $10,000 [ The hew officers are the same as Hence E, R. Keene's annual report, of Andrew Carnegie, founder of our
library, was presented to the library
equipment fund for the new Com- j the drive organization president, John
liarchr'nUni887The"' p‘pcrs coneol,datc<, Rehearsals, being directed by Miss ported to National Commander bed covering. One family visited had
munity Building, today presents the m. Richardson; vice president, Thomas showing total receipts to the amount by the Carnegie Foundation. This
| Dorothy Parker of the High School1 Harry W. Colmery by the department ; only two old comforters for the personnel of her ( committees. This H. Chisholm; secretary. Lenore W of $2505, gives no hint as to the picture was also sent to the 1800
* faculty, show a cast of real merit in- commanders and adjutants of the seven, and they huddled together to organization is swinging into action Benner; and treasurer, Donald C. amount of labor involved in that libraries founded by Mr. Carnegie in
-»
Cast your cares on Ood; that '*■ eluding Mrs. Ricketts, a very sophis- 58 Departments, embracing 11.362 keep warm.. The women of the already with committees functioning Leach. All members of the Com busy office. The principal item of the United States and Canada, a hu
••• I
♦ anchor holds. —Tennyson
on several projects of the immediate munity Building drive committees Income was $1117, which came from mane project involving an expendi
• | ticated young woman. Rose Malburg; Legion Posts. It was the greatest Congregational Church are busy sew
ture of upwards of $50,000,000. Yet,
were voted into membership of th^
ing. and have made a number of future.
hunting and fishing licenses (includ Mr Carnegie, a poor boy in his
i Mrs. Albergone. a rather formidable membership landslide in American
The $10,006 drive to equip the new R.C.&S.I.A. There will of course be
quilts. So too ha.s the Kalloch Class
ing fees).
Dog licenses ranked youth, had to borrow the books he
I elderly woman. Shirley Stanley; Legion history.
HAS ARGENTINE VOTED?
of the Baptist Church, But bedding Community Building took permanent no financial responsibility to mem
second, netting $395
Mr. Keene read, resolving that if wealth ever
The stupendous success of this ear- of all kinds is urgently needed never form yesterday as the Rockland Com bership.
Winsora. a sweet young girl, Barbara
turned
over
to
City
Treasurer
Morey came to him that it would be used
munity
and
School
Improvement
AsThese directors were elected from
Roosevelt's plurality over Gov. Orff; Julian, a mild dreamy sort ofYy re-enrolling effort of the Ameri- mmd how old it is—for. in a great
$1580 and to tire Commissioner of to establish free libraries that other
can
Legion
may
best
be
guaged
by
a
the
membership:
Lincoln
E
McRae
number
of
cases
the
old
is
preferable
Landon tn the November election has young man, Fred Haining; Mrs
poor boys might receive opportunitiei
.
. . .
few comparisons. In signing up 448 - to the new.
Wilbur F. Senter. Dr. James Kent, Inland Fisheries and Game $924.
reached 11.013 003 votes, the latest Castlebury, a sweet dignified wornmembers for 1937 nationally, the
Appropriations and receipts in the similar tn those for which we arc
Frank
A.
Tirreil,
Jr„
Charles
C
Wot_
j,. i
. .
i Is there not stored in some attic—
United States Press tabulation a.- an Eleanor Look; Mr. Castlebury, a I Legion enrolled a number of men bedding laid away perhaps for years
ton, James Connellan, William J. department headed by Jonathan 8. indebted to that noble man.
closed today. With the vote officially distjnguihed and dignified gentle- 'equivalent to:
doing lw wle good but the moth/?
Rockland's fire losses in 1936 (fiscal
Sullivan, Lawrence Miller, A. W. Gardner, commissioner of public
The year) amounted to $10,294.71, accord
canvassed in 41 states the total popu man Maxwell Ames; Adam Tweedle, I l —More than six times the Army
Gregory, A. C. McLoon, Willis I. works, amounted to $20,495
earnestly plead for the children
lar vote reached 45.500.169 Arkan an honest, upright and very proud | commanded by Napoleon at the tjlat tbey who are not responsible
Ayer, Elmer B. Crockett, John M. disbursements, were $20,051 leaving i ing to the consolidated reports of Al
sas, Montana, New Mexico, Pennsyl- man, Fred MacDonald; Ambrose, a crucial battle of Waterloo.
Pomeroy,
George J. Cumming, Joseph an unexpended balance of $444. The bert R. Havener and Van E. Russell.
should not suffer. Federal relief has
vanla. "hhode Island South Dakota | young lad, -brother of Winsora,
2_I!!ar-yj_thr!e.^S-Lh! A_rmie! deposited about two tons of grape
I E. Blaisdell, Parker E. Worrey, Le- sidewalk expenses were $1351, leav- Under the Havener administration
and Vermont have yet to report the Jimmy Hayes; Phileman. an elderly, on both sides participating ln the fruit at the city building—but grape
I forest A. Thurston, Basil H. Stinson, ng an unexpended balance of $43 157 alarms were answered, including
!
Battle of Gettysburg.
official canvass.
1 ingratiating man. Edward Childs.
Joseph Emery, Maurice F. Lovejoy, Dr. Expended in the sewer department out of town calls and two faba
fruit neither feeds, clothes nor
the
entire I
3—Approximately
William Ellingwood, E. R. Veazie, was the sum of $1289, leaving an un alarms. Under the Russell adminis
warms a body. Children's feet need
population, Including every man. stockings ana footwear and a num
Knott C. Rankin, H. C. Chatto, Valen- expended balance of $128. Other ex tration (Oct. 9 to Nov. 1) 10 calls
NOT A GIRL
woman and child, of a metropolitan I
,
.
. , ,
.
i tine Chisholm, W. C. Ladd, R. V. penditures ln Mr. Gardner's depart were answered.
ber cannot go to school because of
city of the size of Cincinnati, Ohio.
The report shows 37 men ln the
Stevenson, A. T. Thurston, F. A Wins ment were: City dump, $1094; Pub
this lack.
Here's a Memphis boy of four who
The Department of Maine for four
lic Landing, $514; removing snow department, including one captain
SATURDAY
low,
Mrs.
Ruth
Ellngwood
and
Mrs.
Please
send
in
all
the
bedding
—
"can't stop talking." Must be a girl. successive years has been honored
GLOVER HALL, WARREN
$4638. And even in this latter at the station, one captain in the
Mary Flanagan.
children's underwear, stockings and
—Lewiston Journal.
FOUR PIECE ORCHESTRA
with a citation from National headbranch of this department there was volunteers and two lieutenants.
i
The
nominating
committee
reported
shoes
you
can
to
OLD AND NEW DANCES
But the boy did stop talking, hence quarters of the American Legion for
i
small unexpended balance.
Chief Russell says:
itself
frankly
stumped
In
selecting
146-lt ; the Journal is wrong.
Overseer of the Poor Office or call
attaining this outstanding achieve
The Public Library report, sub
“I have conducted two fire drills
feminine
representation
for
the
di

663-W and articles will be called for.
ment of qualifying nationally among
rectors with so many fine workers to mitted by the trustees, shows that and the station crew has made many
Helen Corbett.
the Ten Departments having the
choose from so placed in nomination the library was again obliged to oper- I repairs on our outfit. I have inCity Matron
highest percentages of their quota at
j the two outstanding workers named ate on a reduced budget, the result of spected the schools twice and held
the roll call. The winning Depart
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
Miss Lenore W. Benner, who is the above with the suggestion that the which was a regrettable decrease in one fire drill and I find that the
A S.AD, SAD CASE
ments were Georgia. Idaho. Louisi
highly efficient secretary of the committee could be further enlarged the number of worthwhile editions teachers and janitors are doing
SENIOR CLASS PLAY
ana. Tennesee, Minnesota. Florida.
which could be purchased.
everything in their power for tho
drive corporation
as time goes on
Indiana. Wisconsin, Hawaii, and A Court House Clerk Who
Circulation figures show that 55.021 safety of the pupils and they certain
________________________________ ! As work on the building is being
Maine.
books were loaned during the year, an ly do a fine job on their fire drill.
Is Playing In a Losing sociation. Inc., at a joint meeting of rushed with the addition of
Hector G. Staples, membership
the two groups held in the Chamber large corps of non-relief carpenters increase of 1866 books over last year I make one Inspection every week of
Streak
By Booth Tarkington
, chairman for the Department of
of
Commerce rooms. The R.C.&S.I.A.
equipment drive finds itself and 1265 borrowers were registered the theatres. I have investigated
I Maine advises that 5325 members
She is one of the popular clerks at operated several years to build and thoroughly organized in both men's as compared to 1117 of last year, in many complaints and had the haz
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM, DEC. 10-11
were officially credited which thus
the Court House, smart and alert as equip Rockland's splendid athletic and womens divisions. Many actlvi dicating the fact that the library’s ards remedied. I have had the sta
far is the all-time high advance
ADMISSION 25c. 40c.
CURTAIN 8.14 P- M.
registration equals one-third tlie tion crew recharge all the extinguish
they make 'em.
field under name of Community Park.
membership mark for the beginning
(Continued on Page Two)
146-148
population of Rockland. If this effi ers at the schools and recondition all
Lately, however, the jinx has been
of a new calendar year which comciency and high standing of the of them. They have also recharged
on her trail, for she lost, first, a dol
! menced October, 20th. 1936. '
library are to be maintained in meet four for Strand Theatre.
lar bill, and almost the next day a
Tlie 1937 quota assigned to Maine
ing the demands of our reading pub
“We have had a very strenuous
five-dollar bill.
' is 7382 members.
lic. lt is superfluous to say that a month but I have found the boys
Sympathetic over her case and de
sirous that there should not be a re
A lar^e number of Ash Point resi- | vately, with members of the press ex larger appropriation must be made very willing and efficient and a re
WALDOBORO. MAINE
THE SOUTHERN dRUlSE currence of this 111 luck. Register of dents
were summoned to the Court cluded. It is understood unofficially for the purchase of books. The sup markable attendance by the volun
DECEMBER 10-11
Probate Veazie made out guardian- House yesterday to appear before an that no evidence suggestive of foul ply of new books was Inadequate and teers as we have had only one fire in
AU Seats Reserved
Edna Gregory and Arlene Havener'
papers in due form.,and they inquest conducted by Medical Ex- play has been obtained, but it is un legitimate demands of patrons could the month.
Tickets Now On Sale In Waldoboro
"I find we need many new articles
are said to have carried the signa- aminer H. J. Weisman. Sheriff C. derstood that there are several points not be met.
are tied for first place in the South
ON THE SCREEN
The library has been the recipient to help us out in our work and I will
ture of the new probate judge Harry Earle Ludwick and County Attorney which the investigators desire to have
ern Cruise Contest with 13.027 votes E. Wilbur.
BING CROSBY
'
Jerome C. Burrows, relative to the fire cleared up before the examination is of cash donations from the Shake be glad to state What they are and
in
speare Society, Methebesec Club, why we need them so badly any time.
each. Francis Havener, Jr., is close
The clerk accepted the joke in good which destroyed John Snowman's relinquished.'
“PENNIES FROM HEAVEN”
behind with 12,916 votes and holding spirit, and departed for home with house Thursday morning, and in
Among yesterday's witnesses were Rubinstein Club and of the Garden I hope my services as fire chief have
Tickets Held 24 Hours
Phone Waldoboro 100
down what would be third position. the guardianship papers snugly ens- which fire Meric Foster perished,
John Snowman and his daughte; Club and is also grateful to the many been satisfactory.”
146-147
I Twelve witnesses were examined Rita. Mr. Snowman, who had been
; The contest has 19 more days to run conced under one of her arms.
j and the final counting and awarding
"That’s a good souvenir," she said, during the three-houj session yester ■ ill, went to the scene of the blaze
' of prizes will take place in Perry's “Nobody will get that away from day afternoon, and the inquest was when informed that his house was
being continued this forenoon when burnng. He told The Courier-Gazette
Market at 10.30 p. m. Dec. 24. Many me."
CARPENTERS, PLUMBERS, HOUSEKEEPERS
lof the contest stores are offering
But next morning she stood rueful The Courier-Gazette went to press.
reporter he did not know Poster was
An important business deal which. tives. Meantime there will be no
The inquest is being conducted pri- in the building at the time.
double votes from now until Chrislz ly in Register Veazie's presence.
LABORERS, WAITRESSES
has been in the making for several change in the personnel of the busi
"Blessed if I haven't lost that, too."
mas. watch for their advertising in
weeks, was cortcluded yesterday when ness. William Sansom, who has been
NEED ONE OF THESE?
she said.
| this paper.
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., bought the its head for the past 30 years—con
Listed below is the standing to noon
If you do, call your local Employment Office
business of the Rockland Coal Com ducting an establishment widely
' of Dec. 4:
SWEETS FOR ISLANDERS
They Have In Their Files Hundreds of Men and Women
pany, together wth its real estate— known for its enterprise and square
Edna Gregory .......................... 13.027
Qualified in a Hundred or More Occupations Who Want Work
Affairs in the British Empire, pressed that His Majesty would the so-called Thorndike & Hix prop dealing—will continue to be the man
Maine youthful islanders will smile,
| Arlene Havener ...................... 13.027
erty on Crockett's Point.
ager until the new proprietor takes
Francis Havener .................... 12.916 hearing that the Seacoast Mission reached a crisis this morning when capitulate, but the atmosphere was
EMPLOYERS
Mr. Sleeper does not take posses over.
|
the
Cabinet
held
a
40-minute
session,
a
depressed
one,
according
to
this
has
a
half-ton
of
candy
on
hand
Vivian
Mullen
.................
12.689
Let Us Help You to Solve Your Problems Today
sion
until
the
first
of
April,
when
he
This
important
deal
was
conducted
Charles Mitchell .................... 7.861 ready for distribution. Many people I after having heard Prime Minister morning's radio broadcast
TELEPHONE ROCKLAND 105
in case of abdication it was said will have concluded his duties as a ' through Freeman S. Youngs real
i Daisy Gray ............................. 4.993 do not know that large Christmas 1 Baldwin's pronouncement that King
member of the House of Representa-| estate agency.
Vera Ames ............................... 4.634 supplies for this purpose come from 1 Edward must either abdicate the that Ithe Duke of York would be
Sigma
Kappa
Sorority
in
colleges
all
1
throne
or
renounce
his
love
for
Mrs.
placed
on
the
Throne.
; Carrie Breen ........................... 4.375
400 MAIN ST.
OVER WOOLWORTH’S
ROCKLAND. ME.
Friends are said to be alarmed at
Ellen Anderson........................ 3.136 over the country. It is estimated Wally Simpson.
Believing in the Civic Benefits Resulting from the Use of This Service
Tlie meeting adjourned until Mon King Edward’s condition.
! William Cross .......................... 3.123 that about 2600 children are expect
THE E. C. MORAN INSURANCE COMPANY
Mrs: Simpson is in France, but
I Clayton McMahon................... 1.735 ing Santa Claus to come to them in day morning. buT the ministers have
HAS CONTRIBUTED THIS MESSAGE
remained within call. Hope was ex- with one ear glued to the telephone
| Vivian Foster .......................... 1.746 this way.
King Edward of England appears
The Coffee Club is composed of
to have some local sympathizers in well known business and professional
A “PLYMOUTH" BALL
THE C.C.iC. WORKERS l'affaire de Simpson, as evidenced men who foregather each morning
yesterday when the Coffee Club sent at Newbert's Restaurant, sip coffee,,
Big Camden Event Which Efforts Have Covered I 1,747 him the following cablegram:
listen to local gossip and settle vari
Rockland. Me . US A., Dec. 4.
ous international problems.
Tha
Will Earn Money For the
Acres In Three of Maine’
King Edward VIII.
King may be a bit too busy to ans
Outing Club
Parks
London, Eng.,
wer the cable for a few days, but it
Never
mind
Baldwin
apple
sauce.
may Interest him to know that he
Only 10 days to go and someone
Civilian Conservation Corps head
will be the happy owner of a new quarters estimated Tuesday that en Our executive session today endorsed has friends in the Republican Prom
your stand.
Coffee Club
ontory.
Plymouth Sedan.
The big ball
rollees had carried on development
planned by the Camden Outing Club
them and check on their activities.”
takes place on Tuesday, Dec. 15. work on 11,747 acres in three Maine
TO USE AIRPLANE
He said rapid transportation of
I That night at the Camden Opera state parks.
j House there will be a gala party cli
Since 1933, grading sloping and Com’r Stobie To Use Man salmon and trout from the State’s 34
hatcheries and rearing pools to the
maxed by the awarding of the Ply landscape projects have been con
Made Bird For Protection wilderness lakes would be another
mouth. Go early and avoid the rush! ducted along the Ellsworth-Bar Har
"job for the plane."
of Wild Life
The committee has had very en'
I
' couraging returns in terms of cash bor highway, leading to Mount Dcs
Fish and Game Commissioner
from many sources where the holders ert Island and Acadia National
I of ticket books have been actively Park. In the same area, CCC work Stobie was authorized Thursday by YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would
selling. There are still many books ers have completetd conservation and Gov Brann and the Executive Coun
have made a rule to read some poetry
} out that are only half sold to date. restoration projects at old Fort Knox cil to purchase with his department's and ll«ten to some music at least once
THREE SHOWS—2.00 P. M.—6.30 P. M.—8.30 P. M.
a week The loss of these tastes Is a
The sale of every single ticket befunds an airplane at a cost not to loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
| tween now and Dec. 12 will net the at Bucksport.
Workers from a camp on Mount exceed $6000.
VOICES
Outing Club about $2000 cash profit.
Katahdin
developed complete pic
Stobie said his department, “re All day with anxious heart and won
It will take the club out of the red
dering ear,
j and make it possible to push devel nicking and camping facilities along sponsible for the protection of wild I listened to the city; heard the ground
the
Hunt
Trail,
and
carried
on
de
Echo
with human thunder, and the
life
over
an
area
of
19.132.800
acres,
”
opments to the fullest and then reap
sound
velopment
work
in
Baxter
State
Park
would
use
the
airplane
to
carry
out
Go
reeling
down the streets and dis
I the fullest returns during this pres
appear.
ent winter. The sale of every ticket A special unit is now engaged in road Its conservation program.
The headlong hours, ln their wild career,
He said the “ship," equipped with Shouted and sang until the word was
in Rockland, Camden. Rockport, New improvements near Roaring Brook, on
the
eastern
side
of
the
mountain.
skis for winter use, will be flown this With drowned
York, Philadelphia and all points—
babel voices, each one more pro
A
third
camp
has
been
working
18
found.
winter over the forests to map out
and they’re all being asked to “push"
All day lt surged.—but nothing could I
hear.
—will bring the much needed results. months developing picnic and camp deer yards “so if snow conditions be
ing
facilities
at
the
Camden
Hills
come
too
bad
wardens
will
know
It is the biggest mass contribution
That night ’ the country never seemed
recreational demonstration project where the yards are and can rush
so still; .
that we can all make.
The trees and grasses spoke without a
food to the animals "
word
I
All ticket book stubs must be in the
Stobie said there had been a “no To stars that brushed them with their
Gabby Poulin and Pancho Villa
hands of Alton Crone at the Megunsliver wings.
ticook Press. Camden, by the night of will be the main bout principals next ticeable increase” in the number of Together with the moon I climbed the
hill.
Dec. 12. Otherwise the tickets can't Friday night at the Tillson Avenue hunters and fishermen who "speed And. In the very heart of Silence, heard
The
speech
and mustc of Immortal
be in for the Plymouth award on the stadium. Cochran, Reynolds and into Maine in planes, make their kills
thlnra.
146*wpl49
Peters
will
be
on
the
bill.
and depart before wardens can reach
—Louis Untermeyer
night of the ball.

DANCE TONIGHT

“TWEEDLES”

THE ASH POINT INQUEST

WALDO THEATRE

IMPORTANT WATERFRONT DEAL

WILL EDWARD ABDICATE?

NATIONAL REEMPLOYMENT SERVICE

COFFEE CLUB BACKS EDWARD

THE ANNUAL LEGION

DONATION DAY
Auspices Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.

STRAND THEATRE, ROCKLAND

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 13

AFTERNOON

and EVENING

No Cash Admission Unless You Wish To Pay

Foods — Canned Goods — Vegetables
These Will Be Your Tickets

SPLENDID ENTERTAINMENT-ALL SHOWS

THE NEED WAS NEVER SO GREAT!

BE GENEROUS-AID IN THE LEGION’S GREAT WORK

Every-Other-Day
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Withold not good from them to
whom it is due, when it is in the
power of thine hand. —Prov. 3: 27.

We’re Now Mailing Our

CHRISTMAS SEALS

Christmas Club Checks

Knox County Lines Up In
the Annual Drive for
Better Health

The Christmas bells
won’t be followed by
January bills, in the

Food Fair:
(Continued from Page One)
Mrs. Susie Lamb
t.r nre planned for the future with
Mrs Donald Kelsey
the New Year Eve dance in the fore
Mrs. D. G. Cummings
front.
t • * »
Mrs. A. R. Havener
Plans for the revival of the famous
Mrs. Minnie Rogers
Cc?nmunity Fair are completed with
Mrs. C. G. Hewett.
full committees of men and women
Mrs. Joseph Emery'
lined up and much of the preliminary
Mrs. A. F. Lamb
work already dene The dates have
Mrs. Basil Stinson
already been set at Feb 22-27. the
Mrs. David Beach
first feed fair in the new auditorium
Mrs. Joseph Dondis
and undoubtedly destined to break all
Mrs. H. L. Levensaler
Community Fairs' proud records ol
Mrs. R. E. Philbrick
the past.
Mrs. Donald Karl
• a • •
Mrs Leroy Chatto
The Woman's Division
Mrs. John G. Snow
Initial Gifts:
Speakers and Entertainments;
Mrs. W. O Fuller
Miss Winifred Coughlin
Mrs. H. C. Allen
Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy
Mrs. George’ Blaney
Miss Ellen Cochran
Mrs. George B. Wood
Miss Caroline Littlefield
Dances:
Mrs. A J. Bird
Mrs F. A. Tirrell
Miss Adelaide Cross
Mrs. L. E. McRae
Mrs. Faith Berry
Mrs Theodore Bird
Mrs. Albert Averill
Mrs. J. H. McLoon
Mrs. Carl Sonntag
Mrs. E. L. Scarlott
Mrs. J. A. Jameson
Mrs. D. C. Leach
Miss Edna Gregory
Mrs. E. R. Gowell
Mrs. Ruth Hoch
Mrs. W. H. Rhodes
Furniture Survey and Purchase:
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury
Mrs H. B Burgess
Mrs. E. K Leighton
Mrs. T. C. Stone
Mrs Jerome Burrows
Miss Mary Bird
Mrs. E. M. O’Neil
Activities:
Buy-A-Chalr:
Mrs. J. H. Flanagan
Miss Charlotte Buffum
Mrs G B. Davis
Mrs. A. F. Lamb
Mrs. C. F Snow
Mrs. W. C. Ladd
Mrs. W. C Ladd

Knox County citizens are again
case of our Christmas
Club members. They
participating in the fight against
are getting their checks
tuberculosis, which is being waged
now from this bank.
throughout the State by the Maine
It is easy to be merry when you
Public Health Association. The little
Christmas Health Seals have played 1
do not have to worry about the money
an important part in bringing about '
spent for gifts. Some people actually
a decease in tuberculosis, but there
dread Christmas because of the cramp
is much to be done before the disease (
ing financial after-effects.
is absolutely under control. More ,
There are no after-effects for those
young people die of tuberculosis than
who begin to prepare 50 weeks in
from any other disease. This is a !
advance. Why not follow this plan to
terrible and unnecessary waste of I
lives as nearly all of the victims are |
assure greater happiness next Christ
between the ages of 15 and 40. when
mas? Join our new Christmas Club
they should be most able to enjoy
now forming.
life and when thelr earning capacity {
is greatest.
Knox County has been benefited
by the activities of the Maine Public
Health Association for through the >
school health education conducted by
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
Miss Abbie M. Buck, the director,
much has been done for the preven
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
tion of tuberculosis. Adult health
education has also been an item in
the fight against tiie great White
Plague.
MOUNT KEBO ROAD
ON THE COURT
During the recent clinic held in
Rockland and Rockport thc Maine
Work has been started on the
Mrs. Harry Berman
Public Health Association furnished Thomaston Wins Snug One
Mrs. I. B. Simmons
Mount Kebo road, so-called, in i
free of charge nearly 200 X-ray
—
Union
Boys
Surprise
Mrs. C. H. Whitmore
films for use In this case-finding
Acadia National Park, part of the
Mrs. L A. Thurston
Rockport Outfit
program
The purchase of these
original four-milllon-dollar project
Mrs. Harold Karl
films was made possible by the 1935
made possible through gifts ot money I
Thomaston 22. Gilman 21
Mrs. Russell Bartlett
Christmas Seal Sale. During the
Mrs. J. N. Southard
A single point brought victory to land and labor of John D Roekefel-'
coming year more work is planned
Mrs K. C. Rankin
for Knox County and its citizens are the Thomaston High School boys in ler, Jr. The new road is a part of ■
Mrs. Willis Anderson
urged to buy as generously as pos Thomaston last night Gilman High Acadia's one motor road which wil! i
Mrs. Perley Damon
sible. so that more may be accom being on the short end of a rollick make possible passage from the fa
Miss Ellen Dalyplished in stamping out tuberculosis. ing performance. The visitors did mous Ocean Drive relinquished to
Mrs. M. M Griffin
The following list of chairmen and not go home completely skunked as the park by the Town of Bar Haroor
committee members will be of inter the Gilman second team defeated the and rebuilt by Mr Rockefeller, to the. Card Parties:
No. 2 Thomaston boys 33 to 15. Score top of Cadillac, entirely over park
est to the citizens:
Mrs. D. L McCarty
land. The new road will eventually I
Appleton. Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl, of main game;
Mrs Kennedy Crane.
come down through the beautful
Thomaston
Mrs. Jason Tibbetts; Camden, Mrs
Mrs Kitty Sharpe
Great
Meadow
region
in
the
Kebo
Charles E. Lord; Cushing, Mr.
G
F
P
Mrs. A. C. McLoon
3
2 golf links locality, cross Otter Creek,
Llewellyn Oliver, Miss Edith Stevens. Day. If __________ 2
Mrs. W. W. Spear
0
4 over a beautiful stone bridge, replac
Miss Charlotte Dyer; Friendship. Anderson, rt _____ 2
Mrs. B. B. Smith
0
0 ing thc old causeway which once was
Prin. Charles Grant, Miss Margaret Merrill, rf ......___ ... 0
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence
15 a beautiful link in the carriage driv-,
Simmons. Miss Marcia Davis. Mrs. C. Delano, c ... ....... 2
Mrs. Isador Gordon
ing
through
the
Black
Woods
vicinity
0
0
Mona Knapp; Owl’s Head. Mrs. L. B. Delano, c _____ 0
Mrs J F. Burgess
0
0
0 in the neighborhood of Otter Creek
M. Makinen. Mrs. Myra Scammon. Elwell, lg .......
Mrs. Karl O'Brien
The
road
will
join
the
Ocean
Drive
0
0
0
Miss Mildred Sweeney; St. George. Jealous, lg ...........
Mrs. A. W. Doherty
2
6 road near the site of the former
Prin. Clayton Hunnewell; South Upham, rg _.......... _ 2
Mrs. G. L. St. Clair
United
States
naval
radio
station
at
Thomaston; 'Mr. John Monroe, Miss
Mrs. F. F. Brown
Totals ................. 8
22 Otter Cliffs, moved to a new site or.
Ethel Holbrook. Miss Arline Makinen.
Stage:
the
government's
park
land
at
Moose
Gwendolyn MacDonald. Elizabeth
Gilman
Miss Adelaide Cross
Winchenbach; Hope. Miss Annie
P
P Island after transfer from Navy to
O
Mrs. George Blaney
Rhodes. Miss Bernice Robbins, Miss Eaton. If .................. 3
0
6 the Interior Department
Olive Crockett. Miss Geneva Frost, Watson, rf .............. 0
0
0
Miss Ruth Harrington; Isle au Haut, Craney. rf .............. 1
1
3
Mrs. Elizabeth Rich; North Haven. Chase, rf ............... 0
0
0
Rev. Henry Huse, George A. Brag- ] Graves, c ............... 0
0
0 y
don. Miss Phyllis J. Black, Miss Edith 1 Hodgkins, lg ............ 4
1
9
G Nickerson. Miss Nettie Beverage Kelley, rg ............... 1
1
3 X
Mr. Arthur V.Lawrence;Rockland. !
—
X
ItooevikClub,
Mrs.KatharynSt.
Totals .......................... 9
21 fir
Clair, Mrs. Nettie Perry, Mrs. Ann 1 Referee—Felt
X
Butler, Mrs. Clara P. Thurston. Mrs
• • . .
Union 26. Rockport 22
Evelyn Crockett. Mrs. Leola Noyes,
Union High School boys forced
Mrs. Bessie Benner. Mrs Maud Blodgett. Mrs. Gertrude Boody. Mrs their way to the footlights in RockGrace Britt. Mrs. Nellie Peterson. , Port last night, defeating Rockport
Mrs. Doris Bowley. Mrs. Grace Veazie. High 26 to 22. Hesselgren was the
Mrs Rebecca Dunton. Miss Ellen star- The Rockport girls' team reCochran. Mrs. Maude Comins. Mrs. venged the defeat somewhat by beatCharles G. Hewett. James Kent. D. O mg the Union maidens 58 to22. Score
Mr. H. P. Blodgett. Supt. E. L. Toner, of boys' game:
y
H. W. Frohock. M. D.; Rockport.
Union
F
p
Mrs. Frederick Richards. Miss
°
0
12
Mildred Graffam; Thomaston, Miss Hesselgren. if ........ 6
0
01
Dorothy Starrett, Mrs. Marie Singer; Aho. rf
................ 0
8
0
Union, H. H. Plumer, M. D.. Mrs. Howard,c ................ 4
1
1 X
Ethel
Creighton; Vinal Haven; E Farris, c .......... 0
1
3 X
Dorothy Thomas. Marie McLaughlin R Farris, lg .......... 1
0
•
Teele.
Helen Orcutt. Marion B Esancy,lg ................ 0
2
0
Headley; Warren. No local commit- 1 McEdwards. lg ...... 1
(1
0
tee; Washington. Prin. Earle H. Joy. T Simmons, rg ...... 0
0
0
Mrs Minnie Rowe. Marion Sheffield. ] H. Simmons, rg...... 0
*!
Mrs Gertrude Beck.
Totals ..... ............. 12
Rockport
JACK HUKE ELECTED
p
G
F
0
Welt. If ..... ............. 0
0
President of C.-G. Club For Ames, if .... ............. 0
11
1
7 y
1
1937—Banquet and An Rider, rt ... ............. 3
0
0
i Burns, rf ... ............. 0
nual Meeting
0
Kenny, rf . ............. 0
0 1
4 I
4
■ Noyes, c ... ............. 0
0
Daucett. lg .............. 3
0
j Cain, lg ..... ............. 0
was held last night at the Thom
SPLENDID HOLIDAY
4
Spear, rg ............. 2
0
Hotel with the entire membershi
O'
0
Turner, rg
rg .............. 0
top form, especially for the banquet.: Turner,
—
—
Frederick Perry, retiring president
Modern Patterns, Beautiful Design
22
8
Totals
.....
'V.
handled the gavel.
in Large Assortment
Referee—Durrell.
The election of officers for 1937

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

Publicity:
Miss Katherine Veazie
Mrs. Charles Emery
Mrs. Warren Noyes

Executive:
Mrs. William Ellingwood
Mrs George Blaney
Mrs. J. H. Flanagan
Mrs. D. L. McCarty
Mrs. K. C Rankin
Treasurer:
Mrs. K. C. Rankin
Secretary:
Mrs. Charles Emery

KNITTING WOOLS
A New England
Product, at attrac
tive prices. Send
for _ free samples
with knitting hints.
Visit our yam shop.
Open daily.
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, Inc
Concord Worsted Mills
Concord, New Hampshire
144T&S13

CAMDEN
Tlie Fourth Annual Food Show
sponsored by the Camden-Rockport
Lions Club wilt be held in thc Comi
que Theater, Sunday’ afternoon and
evening, Dec. 20. Admission will be by
foodstuffs of any description and
the proceeds will be given to the
Garden Club Civic Committee to be
used in the Welfare Christinas boxes.
Mr. Kurson. owner of the theater
and his staff, have offered their co
operation and it Is hoped tlie SRO.
sign will be hung out at both per
formances.
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah H. Hobbs are
attending the horse show and winter
sports carnival at the Boston Garden.
A. B. Bennett is visiting his daugh
ter, Mrs. J. L. Barr in Camden, N. J.
Arey-Heal Post, A. L., met Thurs
day night.
Abraham Bryant is s surgical
patient at Community Hospital.
Mrs. Lydia Inman will be hostess
to the Lettd-A-Hand Club Monday
night at the home of Mrs. Fred Dean,
Mechanic street.
I The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
and Camden Rotary Club wlll hold a
joint meeting Tuesday night at the
Congregational chapel, which will be
Ladies' Night. Tlie Lions will hold
their annual Christmas party Dec.
15 at Wadsworth Inn alter which all
Lions and their ladies will attend the
Outing Club ball in the Opera House
Auxiliary to Canton Molineaux.
meets Monday at 7:30. A full at
tendance is desired as officers will be
elected.
Freeman-Herrick Camp, UJ5.W.V..
meets Monday at 7:30. Supper aT 6
o'clock. Annual election of officers.
Brothers night will be observed
i Wednesday night by Maiden Cliff
Rebekah Lodge. Picnic supper at 6:30
: After the meeting an entertainment
! will be presented by the men.
District Governor George W. Dyer,
song leader David CockeBt and
pianist Neal Calderwood of the Cam
den-Rockport Lions Club were ln
' Presque Isle Thursday night. The
Presque Isle and Caribou clubs were i
1 delivered charters by the district
governor, these two being the newest
clubs welcomed into membership in
the 41st District. Lions International.
Ak the Comique theater the attrac
tion Saturday and Sunday will be
j "Dimples," featuring Shirley Temple;
' Monday and Tuesday, "Libeled
Lady, ’ with four stars; Wednesday 2
' and Thursday. “Stage Struck." and
Friday. Lawrence Tibbett in "Under
! Your Spell." Also Get-Rich-Nite.
' $140 given away.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rice are visit
ing relatives in East Eddington.
Parker Morse Hooper is in Fall
River. Mass., where he will spend
1 the winter.

CUMMINGS MOTORS, Inc.
SALES

SERVICE

FORD LABORATORY TEST SET

SCHOOLED MECHANICS

STORAGE
24-HOUR SERVICE
585 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 350

CALL AND DELIVERY SERVICE

144-1

DIRECT MONTHLY REDUCTION LOANS
THEY ARE POPULAR
WE HAVE MADE 125 THIS YEAR

RESULTS ARE GUARANTEED
We loan you $1000.00. You pay us $10.00 per month for 139
months and the loan is cancelled. You have paid us bark $1000.00,
the amount of the loan, and $390.00 for interest. Net cost of loan
$2.81 per month, and the result will be in the same proportion on
any loan up to $5000.00, which is our limit. Isn't this worth look
ing into?
,

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N
ROCKLAND, MAINE

18 SCHOOL STREET,

140Stf

AYKR’S

I

yrt»Our Christmas goods are all in now and on display. Never
before have we had a larger line to pick from or prices any more
reasonable for serviceable garments. Come in and look around(jJPf^tgf FOB MEN yr
DRESS SHIRTS ..... ....................... .. ................. . .... $1.00, $1.50, $2.50
SWEATERS ..... ................................................ $1.00, $1.50, $1.98, $3.00
PAJAMAS, cotton or flannel
$1.00. $1.50. $1.98
NIGHT SHIRTS ................
$1.00. $1.50
GLOVES. lined or uniined
$1.00. $1.98. $3.00

DRESS STOCKINGS ................
25c. 50c 75c
HEAVY WOOL HOSE
25c. 50c
TIES
BELTS
CAPS
SUSPENDERS
MP FOR BOYS
......... _........ _....... ............... 79r. $1.25
SHIRTS, cotton or flannel
FANCY SWEATERS
51.00. $1.50. $1.98
SWEATER SETS ....................
...................... $350
KNICKERS, all kinds
$1.00. $1.50. $1.98
LACED LEG PANTS for winter
$2.00. $3.00
MACKINAWS .................. •.... ........ •••..;..»••.........
$5.00. $6.75
SNOW SUITS ................
....‘x.;.:.............. ....... . $6.75, $7.50
P.AJAMAS
..................... ....... ................
79r. $1.00
WOOL STOCKINGS
................................ 35f, 50c
These are only a few suggestions. You will have to see for yourself.

WILLIS AYER

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

fir

x
x
x
x
fir
x
x
fir

x

x
x
x
x
xy
x
x

take a very real pleasure in presenting our holiday
stocks for your consideration—A complete line to suit
your every Christmas need in the home.
We

GIFT CEDAR CHESTS
ALWAYS PROPER

,75

A SPINET DESK
In Mahogany or Walnut Only

RUG VALUES

found Jack Huke. Clarendon street,
tVITH THE BOWLERS
carrier for Route 1, chosen as presi
dent. Frederick Perrv was retained I
------•
in the lineup as vice president; Oor- ! In Thursday's issue an anxious
don Thompson was chosen secretary ^ublic was ‘^formed that the Three
and Elmer Pinkham. Jr . who has been Crows had defeated Snow's Snaps,
a most efficient treasurer, was re-' Mason had high string < 103 • and
tained in that office. Jack Wood was ' Avery had high total. The summary:]
the enthusiastic choice for editor oi ! Three Crows—J. Snow 501. Cum- ,
The Carriers' Gazette which is pub- minf?s 547' Avery 555, total 1603.
Snow's Snaps—F. Snow 527. Pitts
lished monthly during the winter.
This club, only one on a country 523. Mason »47. total 1597.

newspaper in Maine and possibly in
New England, has concluded a year Childs, Gordon Thompson, Robert J
marked by extraordinary success. A Saunders. Elmer Pinkham, Elmer
record of achievement in the prompt Lufkin and Jack Wood.
and accurate delivery of papers, finds
all ten members on the honor roll
WE BUY
with a steadily maintained pride ln
membership in this exclusive club and
love for the old Courier-Gazette.
At the banquet last night were CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
Jack Huke, Frederick Perry. Harold
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Richards. Richard Perry, Clarence |

OLD

GOLD

y
y

$34.50 and up

$8.50

BOOK STAND

BED LAMPS

A Double Value In Mahogany or
Walnut Revolving Book Stand

We Have a Charming Assortment
of Bed Lamps. Choice of Style and
Shade.

THE SNOW KING
Famous

Speedster with Round
Runners
The sled they all demand

$1.50 and up
YOU ARE INVITED
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OCR COMFORTABLE
BUDGET PLAN

$1.25 up

98c up

Gift Suggestions

Gift Suggestions

END TABLES
OCCASIONAL TABLES
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
OVERSTCFFED CHAIRS

SEWING CABINETS
BOUDOIR CHAIRS,
MAGAZINE RACKS
FLOOR LAMPS

£
tf

WE STOCK A VERY COMPLETE LINE OF

CEDAR CHESTS, from $16.50 up

BURPEE FURNITURE C .

For “Little Mother”
What Ls More Appropriate Than a
Beautiful Doll Carriage

$1.50 and up
ALL THE FACILITIES OE OUR
STORE ARE AT YOUR DISPOSAL.
VISIT US—YOU WILL BE
WELCOME

The new cruiser Vincennes, built
by the Bethlehem Steel Co. at Quincy
Mass. , has builders trials off the
Massachusetts coast next week, and
will begin her official trials on the
Rockland colurse Jan. 4.

I9M
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CHICKEN PIE SUPPER
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

Members of
Winslow-Holbrook
Post, A. L. and Huntley-Hill Post,
V. F. W. are asked to be at the
American Legion Hall Sunday at
1.30 p. m. to attend the military
funeral services which will be held
for Merle Foster, 9 Robinson street.

The Rockland Lions Club is mani
festing deep interest in next Wednes
day's meeting when Chairman John
M. Richardson of the Community
Building equipment committee has
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
agreed to answer the barrage of ques
Dec 6—Annual Memorial service at
tions which may be put to him in con
the Elks Home.
Dec 7—Thomaston—Gen. Knox Chap nection with the Institution.
ter. D AR. meets with Mrs. Ruth R.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Brackett.
Dec. 9 — Rockport — Baptist Ladles’
Circle annual Christmas fair at the
vestry.
Dec. 10 — Thomaston—Parent-Teacher
Assn meeting at High School assembly
hall.
Dec. 10-11—The Senior Class play
"Tweedles," at High School Auditorium.
Dec. 11—Warren—High School Interclass play contest at Town hall.
Dec. 11—Camden—Senior play, "Along 1
Came Peggy" at Opera House.
Dec 11—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Aura Nelson
Dec 13—American Legion's annual
food show at Strand Theatre.
Dec. 14—Knox County Ministerial
Ass'n meets at Warren Congregational
Church.
Dec 15—Plymouth ball, given by the
Camden Outing Club at Opera House
Dec 17—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men s League.
Dec 17—Rockport—Senior class play,
"Mania's Baby Boy."
Dec 20—Camden—Pood show spon
sored by Camden-Rockport Lions Club,
benefit Christmas welfare boxes.
Dec 21—Forefathers' Day.
Dec. 25—Christmas.
Dec 31—New Year's BaU at Communi
ty Building auditorium.
Feb 22-27—Community Food Fair 1ft
the new auditorium.

SPECIAL FOR NEXT WEEK

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9
SERMONETTE

Price 50 Cents

SERVING FROM

Company

5.30 TO 7.00
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Capt. William H. Wincapaw flew to
Rockland Thursday, accompanied by
passengers on his return.

At the Odd Fellows hall Monday i
night directly after the meeting of j
Knox Lodge there will be a drill [
meeting for the first degree.
____
A suspended fine of $10 was inflict-1
ed upon Anna Holt in Judge Dwinals |
court Thursday after listening to the
details of her alleged scrap with Earl
Townsend.

The premises surrounding the
sheriff's residence on Limerock street
will probably be renamed "Sprucewold," or some such fancy title. This
would be fully justified by the ap
Old mariners in this vicinity will
pearance of the yard since the plant
hear
with much regret the news of
ing there of some 20 small spruce
Capt A. S. Colbeth's death whicli oc
trees. The effect is quite striking.
curred Wednesday at the Portland |
Miss Minnie C. Smith suffered a Marine Hospital. He was a resident
heart attack in a local bank yester of Buck’s Harbor and formerly sailed
day afternoon, and while being as in the Crowell & Thurlow vessels.
sisted to her home dropped dead in He was 74.
front of the house. Funeral services
Friends of Rockland Lodge B.P.O.E.
will be held at the residence of the
deceased, corner of Union and Spring arc invited to the annual memorial
streets at 2 p. m. Monday. Obituary services which will be held at the
Home Sunday night at 7 o'clock. Past
deferred.
Exalted Ruler E W. Pike will deliver

“THE FINAL WORLD
DICTATOR
’’
OR
“How You May Become a King"
Fourth Sermon in Series by
J. CHARLES MacDONALD

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Evening at 7.15
Big Sing, assisted by Organ, Piano
and Choir

146*lt

IFOR COIN MACHINES

Dealers Have Effected An

Organization — Rockland
Man Treasurer
The Maine Coin-Vending Machine
Protective Association, the first or
ganization of its type ever to be in
corporated in Maine, Thursday filed

It is one of the joys of life to
have guests and with them discuss
other days. Not long since. Rock
land friends and relatives were
visiting with us. We were speak
ing of the Universalist Church in
that city. They were members of
it. We tried to recall the choir
during the pastorate of Rev. Mr.
Kimmell. We placed Mrs. Ada
Mills. Mrs. Kimmell and Dr. T. E.
Tibbetts, but we could not seem
to recall the tenor and then it
came clearly to us—Woodbury M.
Purrington. Later, E. F Berry
often sang in Dr. Tibbetts' place.
Tlie Church of Emmanuel has
always been a social one and noted
for its good cooks. It radiated the
happiness it has always possessed
and it has ever been a factor for
good in thte community. March
16, 1875 the society, after a most
discouraging time in the old
church, voted to build a new one—
the present structure.
They raised about $10,000 and
the design was made by Kimball
& Coombs of Lewiston. W. H.
Glover & Co. built it at a cost of
approximately $25,000. Within its
membership are some of my dear
est friends.
The church has had a splendid
ministry and its present beloved
pastor, Dr. Lowe, is apparently
worthy and peer of the long line
who have preached God’s Word
from its pulpit. Mr. Kimmell, Mr.
Chapin and Mr. Stratton, these
ministers, most of us remember
and esteem. The younger mem
bers should love lt because it was
built by the sacrifice of other gen
erations who for long years so
earnestly desired a more liberal
opportunity to worship than the
older evangelical churches pro
vided.
William A. Holman

the prelude and big sing. Mr. Mac
Donald’s subject will be, “The Final
Dictator, Or How You May Become a
King." The Happy Prayer and Praise
meeting will be hcld on Tuesday eve- |
ning at 7; 15.
....
1 At the Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday morning at 10.30 the sermon,
theme by Rev. Charles A. Marstaller
will be “The Penetrating Power of
God's Will." There will be special j
music and a children’s story will pre- J
cede the sermon. Church school will ;
meet at 11.45; Children’s World Cru- :
sade at 4 p. m.; junior C. E. at 5.15
and senior C. E. at 6.15. Praise serv- I
ice comes at 7.15 with sermon theme
“Songs in the Night." The com
munion will be observed at the close
of the service. Prayer meeting Tues
day evening at 7.33. The Ladies' Aid
will meet Wednesday evening with
I Mrs. J. Wesley Thurston.
• as
“Youth" will reign supreme at tlie
Congregational Church on Sunday. A
deputation of young men and young
women, with one faculty member,
from the University of Maine will
have full charge of the morning servi ice at 10.30, and also in the evening
at 7.30. Their morning subject will
be. “Christianity in Times Like
' These." While there will be ample
' recognition of the older people and
! all will find both services worshipful,
I the special emphasis will be on the
1 younger people of high school and
I college age. The Comrades of the
Way will meet at the 7.30 evening
j service instead of at 6.30 and there
I will be special music by the deputa• tion at this service. The Sunday
i school will be at 9 CO in the morning

lncor|wra,ion
with the AUorthe address, Harvey's Orchestra will r.ey General's department in Augus
furnish music and buffet lunch will ta. The papers were approved bybe served.
.
Sanford L. Fogg, deputy attorney
Fred W. Wight, manager of the
general.
At the next regular meeting of
State Liquor Store, is having a fort
The concern, organized at Portland
Golden Rod Chapter Friday night has an authorized capital stock of
night's vacation.
.
Mrs. Sadie Griffin will be chairman $10,000. Par value of shares was list
:(
of the supper. Myron and Florence ed at $100. Frederick W. Papalos of
Tickets for senior class play will
Young will be in charge of the Waterville and Nathan Berliawsky of
be checked Tuesday, Wednesday and
Christinas tree and .entertainment Rockland were named president and
Thursday, at Chisholm's. 4 to 6, and
which will be in the banquet hall treasurer. Directors included Oscar
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
at the High School, 4 to 5.
after the meeting.
Everyone is R
of PortIand. John B Per.
Palls;
Tank,e
Walter C. Bodman of Rockland asked to take a 10-cent gift for the J reau]t of
On account of the public supper to
“God the Only Cause ard Creator’
tree
so
that
everyone
attending
may
played
pool,
went
roller
skating
and
be held at the Universalist Church
is the subject ol the Lcsson-Serraon
of Augusta; Fapolos and Berliawsky.
which will be read in all Churches of
Wednesday, the meeting of the Mis lay abed while she worked, Mrs Mary receive one.
The association was incorporated
Christ. Scientist, on Sunday, Dccuusion Circle is to be postponed for L. Bodman of Portland told Superior
to "engage in the coin vending ma
The annual meeting of the Maine
Court Judge Edward P. Murray
ter 6, 1936.
one week, to Dec. 16.
chine business in all its branches and
Chamber of Commerce and
Thursday as she sought divorce. Dur State
The Golden Text is, ‘T am thc
,
. , .. , .... to foster and encourage the conAgricultural League will be held in .
,
,
Lord that maketh all things; that
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary ing the latter part of their life toJduct of said business ln a egal and
stretcheth forth the heavens alone; j
will meet Wednesday night. A 6 i eether she said his disposition was the auditorium of the Portland ethical manner in the State of
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal*,
Chamber of Commerce. 142 Free Maine.”
that spreadeth abroad the earth by j
o'clock supper will be in charge of very bad and that he once struck
Rev. E. O. Kenyon rector, the serv
myself" (Isaiah 44 : 24).
Mrs. Adah Roberts assisted by Mrs. her. The couple was married in Port street. Portland, next Wednesday at
ices for tomorrow will be: Holy Com
10 a. m. An excellent program has
The citations from the Bible in
Ella Hyland, Mrs. Jessie Wall and land, July 18. 1926 —Press Herald
munion at 7.30; church school at 920;
been prepared for this meeting
clude the following passages: "By j
Mrs. Emma Dick.
Holy
Eucharist
and
sermon
at
19.30;
An epedemic of measles is sweeps Several prominent speakers will each
the word of the Lord were thc [
Vespers at 7.30.
Comrades of the Way will meet for ing the city and Health Officer Dr. give short addresses on the subjects
heavens made; and all the host of '
538 Myrtle Ave.,
• • • •
a social at tbe Congregational vestry James P. Kent urges all parents to of "Marketing," "Compulsory Auto
them by the breath of his mouth.
Albany, N. Y,
The services at the Universalist
tonight at 7:30. The social will bg-yPromptly confine children who mobile Insurance," "Taxation' and
Nov. 30, 1936. Church will be as usual on Sunday Let all the earth fear the Lord: let all
the inhabitants of the world stand 1
under, the skilled direction of five sneeze, complain of headache, sore other matters of vital importance toi Editor of The Coiyier-Gazette;_
young people from the University of throat, running eyes or have flushed the citizens of this state.
j My great-grandfather's name was morning. Louis A. Walker substitut in awe of him. For he spake, and it
------' Lsaac Wyman and his wife was ing for Dr. John Smith Lowe, who is was done; he commanded, and it
Maine. and will be open to all young faces. A few cases of scarlet fever
Officers chosen Wednesday night Susannah Howard They were from confined to his home by illness. Sun stood fast" (Ps. 32: 6, 8, 9).
people of High School or college age are present so tbe family physician
should be consulted In all cases. In by Canton Lafayette P M. I.O.O F.. Lincolnville and East Searsmont We day school will be held as usual under
in the Congregational parish.
The Lesson-Sermon also includes
mesles the rash does not promptly and its auxiliary will be jointly and think Susannah's maiden name was the direction of Atwood Levensaler the following selections from thc
The strenuous story of scallop fish follow early symptoms so patients publicly installed Jan. 6. Guiding i Farnsworth. Can any of your read- and Alpha and Omega Society in the Christian Science Textbook, “Science
ing on the Georges Banks was told should be checked four days.
the Patriarchs Militant for the com ' ers tell if it was? iWhere can I get evening. The Men's Class will be and Health with Key to the Scrip
to the Rotary Club yesterday noon by
ing year will be these officials; Cap proof of this from a Bible or any held in the vestry following the tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: “To
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall of Warren tain, Albert E. McPhail; lieutenant, Records?
morning service, and the women's grasp the reality and order of being
Dick Reed, the diligent publicity man
residence.
of the Department of Sea and Shore ton have a rare pet in the form of a Roy G. Mank; ensign, Jesse T. Carin its Science, you must begin by
Hoping that I can get help with class at Mrs. Glovers
• • • *
Fisheries, The motion picture films talking crow. Like most small chil roll; clerk. Milton V. Rollins; ac this, and learn the name of Susan
reckoning God as the divine Princi
“Shine As The Stars" will be the ple of all that really is. Spirit, Life,
were viewed with especial interest as dren the bird will not talk much if countant. Neil Karl. The new Aux nah's father, I am,
Sunday morning sermon topic of Truth, Love, combine as one,—and
they showed many local personages. he is being "shown off" before com iliary officers are. President, Mrs.
Frances Wyman Ramee
Rev. Charles E. Brooks at the Piatt are the Scriptural names for God. All
Some of Dick's personal adventures pany, but when the conditions are Addie Brown; vice president, Mrs. I
Memorial Methodist Church. Eve substance, intelligence, wisdom, be
were featured, but his famous ex favorable the black pet will say “Hello Lena Rollins; secretary, Mrs. Helen !
WALDO THEATRE TO OPEN
ning praise service at 7:30 o'clock, ing. immortality, cause, and effect
perience with Monsieur Mal de Mer Mama" and quite a number of other Clark; treasurer, Mrs. Constance
had not occurred when the reel was words. And when in extra good hu McPhail.
The handsome new Waldo Theatre followed by a sermon by the pastor belong.to God" (Page 275: 10-15).
made. E. R. Veazie was a guest and mor will laugh in a very happy man
in Waldoboro wiil have its official on “A Clean Life." The Friendly
MARY E. METCALF
C. W Babb and Pearl O. Willey of ner. Mr. Hall got the bird out of a
The annual meeting of the Knox opening Thursday and Friday with Men's Bible Class will meet at 9:30 I
Camden were the visiting Rotarians. crow's nest in Warrenton Park about County Chapter. Sons of the Ameri Bing Crosby featured in "Pennies a. m, church school and The Baraca j
—_
*
a year and a half ago.
can Revolution, preceded by banquet, from Heaven." All scats will be re Cla^s at noon. Virginia Richards will ’ The death of Miss Mary E Metcalf
Paul Morgan and Russell Morgan
was held Thursday night at The served. Phone Waldoboro 100 fcr lead the Epworth League at 6:30, ; previously reported in these columns,
of Thomaston, seniors in chemistry
Thorndike. Rev. William E. Berger reservation. Detailed story of the topic, "Ideals of Leadership." Prayer brought deep sorrow to many per
meeting on Tuesday evening at 7:30.
at the University of Maine, are tak
of Camden was guest speaker of the structure deferred.
sons.
All Sorts and Conditions
•
• • • •
ing part in the Christmas playlet,
evening, having for his subject an
The deceased was born in South I
An
Associated
Press
dispatch
from
sponsored by Deutscher Verein, hon
interesting analysis of the order. Rev.
Three years ago, a New York hor New York says; "The engagement of Hope Nov. 23, 1857, daughter of John
orary German society. The playlet
E. O. Kenyon was a special guest. ticulturist discovered a “freak" rose
Miss Anne Rebe Wertheim. daugh Metcalf and Elvira Crane Metcalf.
fs based on “The Manger" story and
These officers were elected: President, bush without thorns, after working
ter
of Maurice Street Werthcim and She was employed for a great many
songs sung during the play are 300
Harry A Buffum; vice president, Ed- for years to develop such a plant,
of
Mrs.
Alma M. Weiner of New York, years by tlie firm of f*uller & Cobb; (
years old. The entire production will
ward C. Moran, Jr; secretary, Leforest j This summer he grew 3.000 thornless to Dr. Louis Langman of New York later Fuller-Cobb-Davis, where she
be in German, to be given Dec. 8.
A. Thurston; treasurer, Herbert W. j rcse bushes.
son of Mr. and Mrs. David Langman formed a very large acquaintance,
Both are taking part as shepherds.
Keep; historian, John L. Tewksbury
-----------------of Camden. Me., was announced to and established friendships which
Robert Allen of Rockland, a senior
of Camden; directors, Judge Edward
BORN
day. Miss Wertheim is a niece of strengthened as the years progressed.
in zoology is playing the part of one
K. Gould, Leon O. Crockett of Cam GRANT—At Rockland. Dec—to Mr. and Henry Morgenthau, Jr., secretary of When her duties with the depart
Mrs. Albert Grant, a daughter, Beverly
of the wise men in the playlet. Al
Each year at this season the | den, E. iC. Moran, Jr., W. O. Fuller
Ann.
the Treasury. Her father is senior ment store were completed she made
valene Pierson of Tenant's Harbor a
problem of financing the public : and L. A. Thurston. Mr. Crockett PINKHAM—At Waldoboro, Nov. 30, to
her home in Bangor during the win
Mr and Mrs. Irving Pinkham, a son partner of the international banking
freshman in the college of Arts and
skating rink at Community Park • very generously offered to have paint
ter season and spent her summers in
firm
of
Wertheim
and
Company."
YOUNG
—
At
Waldoboro,
Nov.
29.
to
Mr.
must
be
met.
It
is
safe,
cen!
Sciences is singing in the chorus.
ed the revolutionary marker at Glen
and Mrs. Loomis Young, a son.
• • • •
Rockland.
trally located and adequately I Cove, and it was voted to assist the
Univeisal Bible Sunday will be ob
Miss Metcalf is survived by one
supervised. Thts takes member- j daughters in purchasing a bronze
died
FREIGHT DERAILED
served at tlie First Baptist Church sister, Mrs Charles J. Jones of Ban
DEAN—At Beverly. Mass . Nov. 26. Letta
ships, and in order that some
marker for the same site. Mr. and
(Knight) widow of Ralph Dean, for tomorrow morning, the subject of gor.
The eastbound freight train was
child without thc necessary dol
Mrs. Homer E. Robinson were present merly of Camden, aged 58 years.
tlie sermon being: "God's Written
Services were held at the Russell
partly derailed at Spear's siding one
—At Waldoboro. Dec. 3. Doris
lar may use the park free—See
in addition to the officers and their ELWELL
Ann. Infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Gift To Man." The church school Funeral Home, Nov. 25. conducted
mile outside of Warren this morning.
Line McRae, telephone 500, and j wives.
Kenneth Elwell, aged 1 year. 4 with classes for all ages will meet at
by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of the
Three cars laden with “way freight"
months. 2 days. Funeral Sunday at
buy one ticket or five, at a doi- i
1 o’clock at Orff Corner Methodist noon and the Endeavorer's inspira First Baptist Church.
are off the track, awaiting the ar
lar each. It is a splendid project ,
Church.
tion hour at 6 o'clock with Gerald
rival of a wrecker, which was due
DOLE—At North Haven, Dec 1, Sarah
and you will be making some
Beverage as the leader. The people’s
Elizabeth,
wife
of
Wlll
R.
Dole.
Inter

from Portland at noon. The amount
child happy for all winter at the ,
PLEASANT POINT
ment in Brown cemetery.
evening service will open at 7 ;15 with
of damage was not stated. Passen
cost of $1.00. See Line at once! |
KALLOCH—At Warren. Dec. 3. Martha
(Burgess) wife of Lawrence F. Kalloch,
gers and mail are being transferred
I
Mr. and Mrs. (Phyllip Lester of
aged 84 years. 11 months. 12 days.
by bus and truck at Waldoboro.
Funeral services from residence Sun
j Hollis apent the holiday with her
Call
and
Look
Over
Our
day at 1 o’clock.
King Hiram's Council, R.S.M. last
parents Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne.
INGRAHAM—At Bangor. Dec 4. Louise,
CHRISTMAS UNE
Let a Christmas gift of a year's night elected and installed these offi
: They were accompanied by her aunt
wife of Fred Ingraham, formerly of
Rockland. Funeral in Bangor.
subscription to The Courier-Gazette cers: Leroy A. Chatto, illustrious
Moody’s Dry Goods Store ! Mrs. Etta McLean.
BRIG. YOUNG
COLSON—At Ayer. Mass.. Dec. 4. Elida
with the news from home, speak of master; A. E. Brunberg. Deputy
TEL. 12-12
UNION, ME.
Laurice Nicholson of Monhegan
J. Colson, formerly of Rockland, aged
154*lt
65 years. Funeral Monday at 2 o’clock
96 So. Main St. Rockland
your regard for that loved one away; master; Ernest A. Rogers. P. C. of
was a recent visitor in this communi
at home of daughter. Mrs W. A.
$3 a year.—adv.
146*154
W.; James A. Richan. treasurer;
Pritchard. 68 Washington St, Ayer.
ty.
Tel. 1132-W
Mass.
Charles L. Robinson, recorder; Elmer
Melba Ulmer of Thomaston spent
SMITH—At Rockland. Dec. 4
Miss
145-146
Dolls dressed. Toys repaired. Tel. L. True. C. of G.; Harrison W. White
a few days with Miss Madeline
Minnie C. Smith, aged 63 years.
Funeral Monday at 2 p. m.. from the
424-M. 81 Broadway.
145*146 hall, C. of C.; Ralph P. Stahl, stew
Stimpson.
residence.
Leslie Young is on Monhegan
ard; James E. Stevens, chaplain; Al
STACKPOLE—At South Thomaston, Dec
4. Catherine W. wife of John S.
An ideal Christmas gift—f'Shore fred L. Church, sentinel. The new
Island from which place he will en
Stackpole. aged 64 years. 11 months.
Ambulance Service
Neighbors," verses by Anna E. officers were installed by Most Illus
gage in lobstering during the winter.
21 days. Private funeral Monday from
the residence.
Coughlin, illustrated by Edgar Crock trious Past Grand Master James
W. W. Hall of Salem, Mass., spent
FOSTER—At Owls Head, Dec. 3. Merle
ett. From a recent letter, “Tlie A. Richan. assisted by Illustrious
Thanksgiving at his home here. He
B. Foster, aged 44 •years. 1 month, 10
days.
has as guests Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
poems in your most attractive book Companion Ralph U. Clark as grand
LORD—At New York. Dec. 3. Rolfe
Brown
and his son and daughter-inare delightful! They are full of marshal. The Council has experi
(Norton), wife of Leon R. Lord, aged
AMBULANCE SERVICE law of Friendship.
60 years. 1 month. 3 days. Funeral
Maine's drama and humor and enced a good year.
Sunday at 2 o'clock from Good's
Morticians
Mr. and Mrs. James Seavey passed
beauty." Price $2 at Huston-Tuttle's.
funeral home, Camden.
the holiday with thelr daughter Mrs.
146-lt
Sarah Linnell’s Christmas Gifts at
CARD OF THANKS
Jesse Ablnett.
We wish to extend our sincere thanks
Copper Kettle, lovely slips, good look
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
tor the expressions ot sympathy and
Mrs. Lawreston Creamer of South
TEL. 862
ing bags and scarfs. They’re “the
ot friends and neighbors dur
$ CLAREMONT ST, BOCKLAND
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND kindness
Cushing
is ill.
ing
our
recent
sorrow.
-j-tops" at comfortable prices,
119-tf
98tf
James Ross and family
The children's concert recently
145-146
Vinalhaven
♦
Herbert W. Keep recently received
a post card which was written on
board the dirigible Hindenberg, cross
ing the Atlantic Ocean. The sender
was Eli Aylsworth of Providence, who,
as the head of the Aylsworth Travel
Bureau, has visited every country in
the world except Iceland. He was
married to a niece of Mrs. Keep and
has visited this locality on several
occasions.

WE WANTERKNOW!

I

AUVEBA1T
FOR SALE

sH

»

BURPEE’S

■
Russell Funeral Home

DRESSES
Plain One-Piece
DRY CLEANSED AND PRESSED

DE LUXE WORK

29c

All Other Garments At Equally Low Prices

Prompt Delivery
TEL.

TEL.

170

170

FREE
Collection
and
Delivery

Collection
and
Delivery

FREE

PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 170

REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
Black Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
Complete Living Room—Nine Pieces
$77.30 complete
Divan, Two Large Chairs, End Table. Floor Lamp, Bridge Lamp,
Foot Stool, Davenport Table, 9x12 Felt Base Rug—Big Values

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.
283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 1151
Tu&S-tf

TODAY-TOMORROW
Every Day of Winter
j <
'oi,’ *

J

it--’. c\ A# J
***, <?;«,

w

our trucks will be out—in snow in sleet—in biting cold—deliver
ing D&H Cone-Cleaned Anthra
cite promptly, courteously and
cleanly. And we stand behind
every ton wo sell with a complete
combustion service and an
unqualified guarantee.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TEL. 487 ROCKLAND
21
2> 2? So
*2 ^2

18
20
2S 26 27

I

Tune in the New D. & H. Anthra
cite Radio Program Sundays 2:00
to 2:30—NBC RED Network

IMPRESSIVE DIGNITY

The designing of memorials
should exemplify impressive dig
nity above all else. This quality
is clearly apparent in all our
memorials Whether the monu
ment you desire to perpetuate the
memory of a departed loved one
js to be simply designed or elabo
rately carved, it will be sculp
tured here by master artisans.

WILLIAM C.DORNANXSBN

••
- I N C.
CEMETERY,. MEMORIALS
EAST UNION Hmd THOMASTON

held in thc schoolhouse proved a ' fisherman, was burned. Mr Elwell’t
success dcspii'c stormy weather, $4 deg perished in the flames.
Frederick Johnson, surfman at the
being netted.
Mrs. Dorothy Seavey entertained local station, has returned from his
the Helpful Club, Friday night. Re new home at Machias on a 15-day
freshments were served ifnd a merry leave cf absence.
time passed.
Lawrence Stimpson and Riley Da
vis were recent Rockland visitors.
The division of markets of the
Katheryn Maloney and Madeline Commonwealth cf Virginia has
Stimpson visited Tuesday in Warrm authorized the use of a state trade
Mrs. Anna Seavey who is attending mark on canned tomatoes. Labels
High School in Portland was home wlll show an outline map of the
' state and the words "Quality Certi
over the holidays.
Miss Edith Orne is visiting her fied—Virginia Division of Markets."
I Costs of the grading service, which
aunt Mrs. Marion Lester.
1 uses U. S. D. A. grades, is to be
borne by canners.
WHITE HEAD
Keeper and Mrs. A. J. 'Beal and
daughter returned Monday from a
week's visit in Westbrook and vicinity.
Mrs. Mabel Beal and Miss Eleanor
Beal were callers Wednesday after
noon on Mrs Edwin Faulkingham.
Mr. and Mrs. Alteverde Hall and
Miss Margaret Hall of Hartford en
joyed a roast chicken and steam clam
supper Friday at the heme of Mr. and
Mrs. H. Andrews, Norton's Island.
L. B. Beal of Burnt Island coast
guard and Mrs. Beal and daughter
Janice visited Thursday at Mrs. II.
Andrews.’
H. W. Andrews of Norton's Island
dined Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and
Mrs. Horatio Hall at the West
Meadow road. Others in the party
were Mr. and. Mrs. Alteverde Hall.
Miss Margaret Hall and Ronald Hall
of Hartford.
The Coast Guard crew was called
to Hewett's Island, Muscle Ridge
Tuesday night where a camp occu
pied by Howe Elwell, a Spruce Head

Qenuine Cngravee)

STATIONERY
At Tho Lowest Prices

in

History!

Visiting Cards
100 paneled cards, choice of 4
sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only — S1.65

Wedding Announcements
or Invitations
On while or ivory stock—wed

ding or plate finish.

Inside and

outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED ____________________

58.95

Social Stationery
Special styles for men and women.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
grams and styles of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED......... ................
$2.25. $3.95 and up.

Business Stationery
500 business cards or Hammermill

Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED. only_________ $7.95

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 5, 1936
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Puerto Rico-Florida Hurricane, 1928

GREAT DISASTERS IN AMERICAN HISTORY

Right Out Of The Air
fly R F SERVICE

knowledge of country-wide football
on his Saturday night Football Re
vue brodacasts is the fact that he
saw more games than any other
commentator—saw them in the
movies. P. S.—He's sports commen
tator for a newsreel.

Helen Hayes, "BamM" star, Is per
haps the most meticulous of radio
actresses. She stands quietly before
the microphone
as she reads the
lines. Her whole
manner is unaf
fected. There is
little of the
obvious showwoman in her
performance, for
she believes that
more power lies
in simple inter
pretations than
in sweeping,
emotional p o rtrayals.

••• Charlie
But ter worth,
diffident clown on Fred Astaire's
program, is the son of a well known
physician and holds a law degree
from Notre Dame University.
Helen Hayes

••• Stagin' Sam, who got his pro
fessional start at 16 as the boy basso
of a minstrel
show, may re
turn to his first
love. He is try
ing to interest
his sponsor in
producing a ra
dio minstrel
show with hims e 1 f as inter
locutor and bari
tone soloist. Sam
is heard Mon
day and Friday
nights over a
,,»X...S54 coast - to - coast
NBC Blue netSingin' Sam
work, singing his
old - time songs
with a mixture of the new.

•••Cecil B. DeMille almost had
heart failure on the day of Rad I o Theatre's
production o f
'• S a turd ay's
Children" star
ring Robert J
Taylor, numbeone heart-throb
and Olivia D<
Havilland. Just
before air time
15 0 autograph
hunters broke
into the theatre
through a littleused fire exit. It
was too late to
get them out. so
150 ticket hold- Olivia De Havilland
ers missed the
play and couldn't get home ln time
to listen.

•••There are two Bob Burns on
Bing Crosby's
Music Hall pro
gram. One ol
course is the fa
mous Arkansan
from the town
of Van Buren
The other is a
saxaphone
player in Jimmi 8
Dorsey’s band
Some night they
may play a due:
—a bazooka and
saxaphone duet.

I

••• Vincent
Lopez hurries
Bob Burns
Saturday nights
when he broadcasts on the Speedshow with Floyd Gibbons. Vince re
hearses all afternoon, plays at a
Manhattan hotel for dinner, races to
t «a p Ir Rpnnv’c the studio for
5 timid tenor, the program and
V Kenny has re- back t0 the hots,
•' jected three for supper dancstarring air of- in8is, 1 fers to stay with ; ____
t i the comedian
Once, you
I who made his could name six
• success possible, blues singers
I who were makJ
•••This ls the ing real money
•"■" eighth consecu- i -rom radio and
Kenny Baker
tive year that theatre engageRudy Vallee has ments. Most c.
been deprived of his Thanksgiving j h e s e n » v e ||
turkey. Thanksgiving always comes faoed. Only new ■
on Thursday, and Rudy's Variety one to come up
Shirley Lloyd
Hour broadcast is on the air every , J5 pretty Shirley
Thursday night.
I L1°yd ’rho stags
with Ozzie Nelson's band on his Sun•• The secret of Ed Thorgersen's ' day night network commercial.

•••Kenny Baker was living in a
tiny apartment a year ago. Now he’s
built a fine home
In San Bemadino Valley, Cal
ifornia. Since
gaining fame as

J

IN THE FALL

of

I92S A FIERCE

TROPICAL HURRICANE SWEPT

over

PUERTO RICO AND FLORIDA BRING
ING DEATH AND INJURY 10 THOUSANDS.

A NAVY DESTROYER OUT OF

THE SAME STORM PLOWED THROUGH

CHARLESTON. S. C., PUSHED RED

FLORIDA. DROWNING HUNDREDS AS IT

CROSS DiSAStER WORKER^ AND
SUPPLIES TO AID THE VICTIMS .IN
PUERTO RICO.

ACRES.

SPREAD THE WATERS OF LAKE
OKEECHOBEE OVER THOUSANDS OF

HUNDREDS OF DOCTORS AND NURSES
SERVED WITH THE RED CROSS TO
TREAT THE INJURED AND GIVE IN-

NOCULATIONS AGAINST DISEASE.

REBUILDING, REPAIRING AND REFUR
NISHING STORM-WRECKED HOMES
FOR FAMILIES WITHOUT RESOURCES
WAS AN IMPORTANT PART
CROSS JOB.

OF THE RED

McLain and Howard Orne. who is
APPLETON
attending High School in Hollis.
-------Ell Maloney started Sunday /or
A Cordial Reception
A three-lnch snow storm arrived W L. McNamara spent Thanksgiv
ing with friends in Portland.
Florida where he will make his winA happy gathering of friends and
here last Saturday afternoon
neighbors recently tendered a hand (
H L. Killeran was guest of his ter home.
The new garage being built by Al1
2
b 7
I
Miss Cora E. Fogerty was home o{ greeting to Dr. and Mrs Irvir. j
5
i vah Harris is coming along finely. I: nephew’ Prof. Karl Woodcock and
£ 60 feet wide. 80 feet long and willfamily in Lewiston over the holiday from Thomastonto spend ThanksTuttje and to the latter's father. Mr.
18
10
9
have three entrances
Mrs Lester Delano and young Riving with Mr. and Mrs. N. W Brannon. A literary- program of
Charles Coolbrothis engaged In
daughter have returned home from Fogerty.
readings and music followed the ad14
12
13
II
carpenter work for Mrs Nannie Knox Hospital.
Mr and Mrs Wendall J. Rivers. dress o{ welcome by Mrs Nellie Johni Wheeler.
Mrs. Maud E. Barnes has returned with Mr and Mrs Chester Easson
Dancing, and cards, interW 18
lb
15
17
_ ’
...
—
-to Fort Meade. Fla. after spending of Portland were holiday guests of spersed with the serving of refreshVernon Watts. Albert Slingsbv and
W
w
Mr and Mrs W A Rivers
ments made the evening most enjoyEdward Watts have been deer hunt- several months in town
2l
22
20
19
Miss
Fannie
Crute
was
home
from
a
bj
e
tag down cast
Mrs Creston Creamer is recov»
A set of dishes was presented to |
,, „ ...
, ering from recent illness. Her daugh- Winsted. Conn, for the holiday reRev. and Mrs. Newall Smith spent
6
6
2.3
24
25
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Tuttle
by
J.
E.
Chaples
!
, ..
, _
ter Mrs. Lester Lufkin of North cess
1 Thanksgiving with relatives in Bath
,
John J. Fales, Irving Fales and
behalf of their many friends and
Cushing was with her for a time.
Mrs. Fannie Morris is gaining but has nQW rfturncd home
2b
family spent Thanksgiving in South i wtth it the unanimous wish that they
rapidly in a Lewiston hospital and Mr and Mrs p Q Olson and Warren as visitors at the home of ■ may tarry long in this community. |
zT
1 31
I Mrs. Johnson in her cordial mes- |
W 2<r~
30
n
will soon be home
daughte r Patric'a are recovering Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Fales
27 1
Prrtl
Killeran
and
sister,
Mrs.
sage
expressed
the
desire
of
the
lo•
w
Mr. and Mrs Henry Allen and (rom recent illnesses The latter wa.
Florence Benner of Thomaston mo- ! cal residents to extend such a warm
35 37
3b
33
daughters Charlene and Elaim quite ill with pneumonia
•
w
with
passed Thanksgiving
Mrs
Mrs Eldrean Orff is at the home of tored recently to Andover. N J. to welcome to Mrs. Tuttle and her1
o
4i
40
39
Allen s parents. Mr. and Mrs Alvin her daughter Mrs. R E. Stevens for see their brother Eugene R Killeran father that they will not miss the
, Richards in Rockland.
an indefinite stay.
wh° 15 improving from a recent <11- ; sunshine of Virginia but will feel that1
44
4ft
41
45
the heart of Maine is warm even
Capt. Samuel Lowe and ''Ted''
A W Maloney is in Port Clyde :o nessthough it has a cold exterior. Dr. |
Stimpson will soon leave for a win- pass the winter with his son Ernest
-----------------4/
ter's sojourn in Florida.
and family.
Now is the time to order Rytex Tuttle having come from the same |
4b
•
Mr. and Mrs. R. R Pierson had as Mr . and Mrs Phillip Lester of Printed Stationery for Christmas giv- Puritan stock as did nearly all in'
4^
| guests Thanksgiving Day, John Fox Hollis spent the holiday with her ing ... $1.00 a box. postage 10 cents, this section, shares with the fellow
1
4ft
of Belmont. Mrs. Feme Rice. Miss parents Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Orr.e See the latest samples at The Courier- citizens a common background
The hope was voiced by Mrs.
Ruth Pierson of Cambridge and Mrs. Accompanying them were Mrs. Etta Gazette.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
38- The (F<)
Edith North of Boston---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Johnson that as years roll by Dr.
11- Wooden pins
1-Spheres
Tuttle
will
be
the
oldtime
country
12Knock
39- Ascends
4-Short gaiter
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Rawley spent
13-Condensed moisture
41- Before
8-Chief actor
doctor,
known
and
beloved
by
the
last weekend in Lewiston and Port14- English school
42- To make obese
9- Makes a mistake
J community and that Mrs Tuttle and
I land.
17-Those who cure
44-Darken
11-Move with light,
] Mr. Brannon will be contented and
hides
46- Prefix. Around
quick steps
Clayton Hunnewell. Evelyn Morris
20-Part of the legs
47- Greases
13-Reduce in rank
i happy in local circles.
and Mrs. Elmer Allen visited Sun
22-A flower
48- A number
15— Epoch
24- Sailor
49- Apportion
16- lrrigate
day with Mrs. Fannie Morris at Cen
25- Beseech
18- Permlt
EAST BOOTHBAY
tral Maine General Hospital in
27- Young cow
19- Awkward, stupid
VERTICAL
Lewiston. Mrs Allen also visited
28- Hurry
person
Crescent Chapter O.ES. will hold
30- Sewing implement
21- Cat’s foot
Mrs. Edward Prosser of Lisbon Falls
1- Capital of Canada
31- Killed
22- A singing voice
On the return trip they saw three j
its annual inspection Dec 5. in the
by
33- Jump
2- A rodent
23- An insect
Masonic
hall.
deer in Litchfield and two in Jeffer
CHARLES LUTiERVVORJH
34- Noise
3-Concoct
25- Farm animal
5- Look inquiringly
35- Affirmative reply
26- Anxious
son.
Mr and Mrs. Robert Barlow and
It’s always made my blood boil hut not satisfaction. Some scant
6- Equip
37-Greek god of love
28- Pronoun
I son Robert spent Thanksgiving at
to hear people say. "Butterworth . .. thought my serious address had been
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Pease and son
7- Sings with a rolling 39- Check
29- Know (Scot.)
amusing to him.
He finally talked
Charles
Butterworth
.
.
you
know
...
, Popham Beach.
Ernest were holiday visitors in West
40- Covering for the foot
32-Exclamation of
motion
that absent-minded fellow" And yet
43-Prefix. Thrice
8- Girl's name
regret
brook at the home of George Pease
Mrs LeRoy Blake entertained the
as I look back over nty career, what
10-Let stand (proof
45-lsland In inland
34-Without moisture
else but amnesia could have caused
and family.
. Junior Bridge Club Thursday night.
reading)
36-Stagger
waters
me
to
drift
from
the
throes
of
law,
Mrs. Mabel Wilson and grand
An all day session of the Junior
through newspaper work, to the mu
(Solution to previous puzzle)
mother. Mrs Elizabeth Kalloch were
Guild was held Friday in the par
sical comedy stage, then to the
guests last Thursday of Mrs. Elmer
sonage.
screen and now to radio.
VINALHAVEN
Believe me. my clients, when I say
Allen. The combined ages of the six
Fred Osgood of Popham Beach was
that
I
had
always
wanted
to
be
a
Star of Hope Lodge. I.O.O.F., will
at dinner totalled 418 years.
guest last weekend of his sister Mrs.
lawyer.
You will admit the very
hold inspection Monday night. The
Eina Stein shot a deer Monday in
Robert Barlow and family.
thought of an English barrister with
Makertown with a .20 gauge shot
his rather attractive wig I which I
E. W Osgood, keeper of Popham ceremonies will be preceded by suplater learned American solicitors never
gun.
Beach Light is a patient at the Ma-1 per at 6 o clock.
don) might appeal to any youthful
Mr. and Mrs Orris Holbrook have
rine Hospital in Portland, having I Alex Christie entertained The Heap
imagination. And for some reason,
returned from Somerville where they
so it was with me. 1 accepted law as
fevered his left thumb while chop- Big Pour Thursday night at bridge, j
a career. The Butterworth tradition
recently spent several days.
ping wood. Mr Osgood will remain j
held that the eldest son had always
at the hospital for three weeks.
! Mrs. Rebecca Arey is in Thomaston |
born the torch of his generation, but
Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey is visiting as guest of relatives
this time the whiskers of Old Man
WEST WALDOBORO
Time were due to be singed.
friends in
Massachusetts unti!
Miss Louise Morton has returned I
Picture me if you can, after admit
Christmas.
tance to the Indiana Bar—ready to
to Camden after spending a few
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Francis Luke is substituting for I
t,
hurl myself at the doors of justice.
Alton Winchenbach were Mr. and j And now try to follow me still
Keeper Osgood at Popham Light i weeks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. , .
further. Almost overnight. Fate al
8 Mrs Freelon Vannah. son Sherman1 tered
for three weeks
Joseph Morton.
the course of a carefully j
| of South Waldoboro, and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Adams ant,
planned career. In some manner just
Mrs. Montilieu Grindle was hostess j
Mrs. C A. Winchenbach.
enough printer’s ink had stained my
son Robert and Mrs. Richard Lewis to the Silept Sisters Thursday at her [
hands, and I was
Miss Lsabel Kaler is a surgical paspent Tuesday shopping in Portland
lured into a New
home.
! tient at State Street Hospital. PortMiss Verne Thurston of Rumford
York newspaper
Mr. and Mrs. William Bray and son
j land.
office which cata
is visiting her sister Mrs. James
pulted me on my
Parker have returned from a visit In
Stevens.
Miss Ida Winchenbach was an Au-'
way towards the
Mr. and Mrs. Preeman Dodge and Massachusetts.
gusta visitor last Saturday.
bright lights of
xisai
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
Broadway, past
Mrs Frank Lowe spent the holiday
Dr. H. L. Banks who has been
Mrs Frank David passed a day in
rows of sardonic
BUTTERWORTH
weekend in Massachusetts.
guest the past week of L. A. Coombs,
■ Portland recently.
critics and up on
Mr and Mrs. James Stevens have returned Friday to Walpole, Mass.
me into signing a stage contract.
the
American
Mrs. Alfred Waltz of Gross Neck
moved to their new home, formerly
stage of comedy And so I appeared in '"Americana,"
I spent Thanksgiving Day with Mrs.
The Lions Club met Thursday night
“Flying Colors” and "Good Boy”
and jest
the Greene house.
Dewey Winchenbach.
at Kents. Commissioner of Sea and
I wanted to be and woke up one day in Hollywood.
Mr and Mrs. Harvey Barlow spent
My introduction to radio was pro
serious and write
Shore Fisheries Rodney Feyler was
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. Al
seriously, but my voked by more absent-mindedness.
ASTAIRE
to have addressed the club but was
and family were guests Sunday of
boss accepted all This time it was my old friend, Fred
bert Barlow in Oakland.
unable to be present.
Mr and Mrs. Freelon Vannah of of my work as a joke. Things I said Astaire, who forgot that I was al

TENANT'S HARBOK

CUSHING

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

5“ □

KWIBECAMS
a

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points ot interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hoteL Many rooms with private balconiea.

Booklet
on
Application
H. II. Mase
Manager

HOTEL

June to
October

GRALYNN
Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
DeL Co.

N- T.

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

Call in and let us show you our beautiful

line of

Aflanfic
RANGES

CHRISTMAS CARDS
No finer cards are offered anywhere at
these prices

South Waldoboro.
Byron Nash and Chamberlain Sim
mons of Friendship were callers
; Monday at Aaron Nash’s.
Owen Winslow spent the holiday at
' the home of Merton Benner in
Dutch Neck.

12forJ1.00to50for$1.00
PEERLESS CHRISTMAS FOLDERS
Designs definitely new . . . exquisite stock . . smart
folder style . . . made to order.

50 of one design,

$1.00

50 assorted, 4 designs,

$1.25

With envelopes to match, and including

your name on each card

We do not send samples by mail

Now is the time to buy while the stock is

complete
Postage 10c additional on each box

THE COURIER GAZETTE

TREMONT

and did would dispatch him into
gales of laughter. I got pretty dis
couraged.
Then I was asked to
make a speech at a Press Club func
tion. I spent sleepless nights prepar
ing it, but I flopped ... at least what
I said in all sincerity sent everyone
into fits of laughter. Now I was
really beginning to feel low
The morning brought good news,

leged to be a comedian, and engaged
me as a talent scout for his Tuesday
night series over NBC. But in truth
the new assignment was second na
ture to me for I really discovered
such stars as Greta Garbo and
Carole Lombard. Say, I almost forgot
—it was the Butterworth eye winch
uncovered Astaire himself.

RADIO’S MOST POPULAR TENOR WINS BET

Mrs. James Benson has received
i j word of the death Nov. 23 of her
daughter Edna B Wooster in Asheville, N. C.
! g i Mrs. Clarence Smith was recent
g j speaker at the Tremont church at
8 Sunday services.
8 , Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sweeney, daughRI ter Shirley and son Roy of Waltham,
g Mass . spent Thanksgiving with Mrs.
Sweeney's parents, Mr . and Mrs.
8! Jacob Kelley.

g

g
81

Harvey Kelley was home from
j81 Farmington to pass the holiday
weekend with his parents Mr. and
Mrs Shirley Kelley.
The Ladies’ Aid held Its winter
sale and supper Wednesday at tlie
parish house.
Mrs. Addie Norton spent Thanks
giving in Southwest Harbor as guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Dorr.

Morton Bowe, NBC tenor, recently won a bet while making a personal
appearance In Detroit. A local radio editor wagered with hint that he
couldn't set up his column (Bowe is a former linotype operator)J Mor.
.ton not only won the bet but received an offer of ■ job from the fora.
. ~
—
jn»n of the composing roorrn

SPRUCE HEAD

Moses Webster Lodge, F.A.M., will
be inspected Tuesday night. Refresh
ments after the ceremonies.

Stanley Simmons is at home for the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith (Addle
winter, having been engaged the past
Osgood) are in North Hollywood,
season in lobstering at Seal Island.
Friends will sympathize with Howe Calif.
Elwell in the loss by fire of his camp
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., meets
on Hewett's Island. Mr. Elwell who Monday night.
was absent at the time, returned to
During the broadcast of Tne Roch
find the building in ruins and his
ester Civic Orchestra Monday bedog perished in the flames.
I tween 3 and 4 p. m. over the Na
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Drinkwater
tional network there will be heard a
and grandson Walter spent Thanks
wood-wind solo. The clarinetist of
giving with Mrs. Earle Drinkwater
the ensemble is R. Mont Arey of this
and children in South Portland. Earle
town who is first clarinetist of (his
Drinkwater and son Kenneth passed
orchestra and also of the Rochester
the holiday weekend here, devoting
Philharmonic Orchestra.
the time to gunning.
Charles H. Carr has returned to
Dr Walter P Conley, optometrist,
Newark, Del., after several days' visit
will
be at his Vinalhaven office Tues
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
day afternoon, Dec. 8 from the ar
Carr.
Mrs. Cassie McLeod who is visiting rival of the boat, Tuesday evening,
her daughter, Mrs. L. R. Tinney In all day Wednesday and Wednesday
evening.—adv.
Quincy, Mass., leaves the middle of
December for a visit in California.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Mrs. McLeod's son William, whom
STEAMBOAT CO.
Telephone 402
Rockland, Me.
she has not seen for 15 years, li^'es in Read Down
Read Up
p. m.
that State, as does a daughter, Mrs. A. M.
5.30 Lv SWAN'S ISLAND ........... Ar 6.00
Irene Chapman.
5.30 Lv STONINGTON .................. Lv 4.40
Lv vinalhaven
NORTH HAVEN...................... LvLv2,«
3.30
Fiank Wall remains ill at his home, i g?.3O
l5 Lv
Samuel Batty has returned from 9-3# Ar Rockland ............................ Lv i.3»
Machias where he visited relatives.

|

SubJect ‘° chan‘e without ,lotl&.u

M9.50
AND UP

Tour Old Range Taken in
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges are available In
Black and AU Enamel Finishes
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 9o0
313-325 MAIN ST„

MODERN

ROCKLAND
47-tl

WOMEN

NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
’Chi-ches-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF. Sold by —
all druggists for over 45 years. Ask for—jT

CHICHESTERS PILLS
"JN* 9IAMONO W 8RAMD" ,

z
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Every-Other-Day
ADMITS ONE VICE'
"Grammy" Lewis of Monhegan, 101 Years Old Thurs
day, Smokes a Pipe

CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS TO OPEN WITH WATCH
NIGHT SERVICE AT THE MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE

Hi

STONINGTON

PORTCLYDE

STAR THEATRE
Waldoboro

Mrs. Sherman Benner and niece.'
Mrs. Mabie Beals, have returned1
home after a four weeks' visit at j
SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
Matinicus and Matinicus Rock.
Mr and Mrs. Classon Coffin and
TUESDAY, DEC. 8
son Joseph of Quincy. Mass., sper.: i
last weekend ln town and called on
“PEPPER”
relatives and friends.
JANE WITHERS, IRVIN 8. COBB
Jasper Balano of Bates College J
THURSDAY. DEC. 10
was holiday guest at his home here.
Katherine Andrews and Leah An“WALKING ON AIR”
: drews celebrated their birthday an
GENE
RAYMOND.
niversaries recently at a party at
ANN SOTHERN
tended by 22 guests. A tasty lunch1 eon included ices and cake.
SATURDAY, DEC. 12
Norris Seavey is ill at his home.
“DOWN the STRETCH”
Congratulations are extended Rev.
1 and Mrs. Wesley Stuart on the birth, J PATRICIA ELLIS,
| Nov. 21 of a son in Rockland.,
DENNIS MOORE
Mrs. Sherman Benner, son Henry
Matinee 2.30 P. M.
, and Mr and Mrs. A. Thompson moSpecial: S10 given away each
! tored Tuesday to Bangor.

Miss Georgia Coombs is home
from Machias.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stinson of
Portland are passing the winter with
their daughter Mrs. Maurice Dow.
Mrs Annie Richards has returned
from Vinalhaven where she was
called by the death of her aunt Mrs.
Eliza Swears.
Alvin Lord, who has been employed as accountant at the Deer
| Island Granite Co. has returned to
Hermon.
( Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Billings are
] with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Almon
i Billings.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Libby and ch'.l-

*

S

jf

Monhegan folks had an especially
cheerful greeting for "Gramm#"
W
Lewis Thursday, the occasion betJJu
her* 101st birthday.
M
"Grammy” Lewis was born Rosetta
M
Hannah Hinckley, daughter of John
When selecting Christmas gifts do not
and Hannah Trafton Hinckley in
forget
that The Courier-Gazette makes one
Oardiner, then a town more peopled 1
by wild animals than humanity. It)
of the best, because of the great good the
SL
was a common enough occurrence,for
recipient gets from it.
the Hinckleys to be disturbed at
Sr
It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred
night by hungry bears that followed
Sr
and fifty-six times over.
the scent of strung-up game, and
prowled around their house.
{dren are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. W. |
Then, too, it is welcomed by every
Libby in West Stonington.
I
Years passed and the family moved
member
of the family.
to Georgetown and settled in farm
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leighton and y
ing territory on the banks of the
sons of Lubec passed last weekend I
The Courier-Gazette is “Knox County's
Kennebec River. They were happy,
with Mrs. Leighton's parents. Mr.
Own
Newspaper.”
the Hinckleys—there were several
Willing Workers met Friday night Saturday night in three prizes: And Mrs. Harry Conley.
146-147
brothers and a twin sister to make
at Mrs. John Holman's, 11 members
Mrs. Mina Miles has returned from
Send orders any time.
small Rosetta's childhood hilarious
being present.
a visit with friends in Isle au Haut.
and well stocked with fun. Perhaps
Subscriptions may be started at once or
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Webb have
WALDOBORO
During the illness of Mrs. May
she was fondest of her spirited big
we
will hold until the day before Christ
moved to Oceanville.
Barton, Mrs. Mabie Beals has been
brother. Orin. It was he who stall
Mr. and Mrs Loomis Young are re
j employed at her home.
mas.
Miss Lorena Conley has resumed
ed "Oram" off on her only vice. Be
ceiving congratulations on the birth
her duties in the postoffice after a
Mrs. Mildred Watts and daughter
cause the laughing twins begged so
Sunday of a son.
We send a handsome Christmas card
two weeks' vacation passed with rela- ZT
Emma of Tenant's Harbor passed
hard. Orin led them down to the
Mrs Katharine Foley has returned Uves jn Lube£
Ib
announcing
the gift and the donor of it.
Wednesday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ham one day, pulled from his pocket
from Boston.
Charles
Hupper.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Robbins have ST
two clay pipes—T. D.’s—and filled
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield and Mrs moved to apartments in Benjamin y
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis and
them with plug tobacco. This came j
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
daughter. Mr" and Mrs”'sid"ney”Dav"is Gladys Orant en^rt\lned.
Dwight L. Moody In a unique drawing by Shoemaker in the Chicago
Sturdee's house.
!M
in sheet form, and was carefully [
Daily News. (Reproduced by Permission).
|
night
at
a
party
at
the
home
of
Mr
and Mrs Jennie Hupper were visitors
Miss Nellie Littlefield passed the
hung from the cellar beams in a bag '
CHICAGO—The Moody Bible Id- i churches throughout the world;
Thanksgiving Day at the home of Grant There were three tables of holiday at her home in North Berso that the youngsters had easy ac-1
stltute ot thia city, ln celebrating Founder's Week Conference (ln I Mr. and Mrs. Forest Davis.
i bridge' Refreshments were served.
cess to its contents. Sitting on the j
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson of I
the 100th anniversary of the birth Chicago) January 31 to February
haymow. Orin watched with growing | of D. L. Moody. Its founder, during i 7; Metropolitan Conferences ln all
Rev. John Holman was called last! Dorchester, Mass., have been passing | Mr. and Mrs. Bert Sawyer, Mrs
Edna Johnson and Miss Lucia Leah
amusement that soon became roar
Saturday to Waterville to officiate at a week with Mrs. Annie Thompson.
1937, la moved by a profound pur-{parts ot America and Great Brit
spent Tuesday in Ellsworth
pose to make every feature of Its ain with an exchange of distin J a funeral.
ing laughter, the two clouds of smoke
Mrs. Gladys Orant has been visitMr and Mrs. Ernest Snow are oc-1
extensive program contribute to guished preachers and Bible teach
grow fainter and the rosy cheeks be
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Benner of ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. P.
spiritual ends and the great objec ers.
cupying apartments in Mrs. Annie i
come pale. "But I wasn't discour
Friendship called recently on Mr. and Bailey in Weld.
tives that dominated tbe life of
With many economists and
OVow you can afford Qenuinc, Socially (3crrccl
aged by that,” concluded "Gram,
Mrs. Sherman Benner.
j jjrs. Elmer Eugley has returned Barter's house.
Moody—honoring the Word of God statesmen declaring that a spirit
Mrs Nora Eaton was a recent visit-|
reaching for her beloved T. D.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Davis, Mr. ] from Knox Hospital,
and bringing spiritual help to In ual revival Is America's greatest
or at the home of her sister Mrs. J
ENGRAVED STATIONERY
guess I'll have a 'whiff' to prove ft."
dividuals.
need, the promoters of the D. L.
and Mrs Earl Davis and Clarence
Mrs. C. B. Stahl land Mrs. Stanley
James Robbins.
• • • •
Nothing short of these worthy Moody Centenary Celebrations are
Poland are vslting their sister. Mrs.
Davis
motored
recently
to
Malden,
At the Lowest Prices
purposes have moved the Institute confident that this reminder of
"Now." said Gram, “I'll tell you the
to announce the following features Moody and lhe things for which • Mass., being accompanied on return Edward Connor, in Winchester,
Ever
Oiiered Anywhere!
story of great-grandfather Spinnfy I
EAGLE
by Mrs Clarence Davis who passed Mass.
,
that range through the year: be stood will help bring the awak
and the nigger baby. He used to;‘ Watch Night Service, December ening needed. Thus would the pur
three weeks there while caring for a I Mrs. Ella Achorn has returned from
VISITING CARDS
Mr. Bracey has returned from a
run fish to Boston in the late seven-ti 31, 1936; observance of “Moody poses of Moody's life and labors
sister who was ill.
I Camden where she passed a few days
100 Paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30
teen hundreds. One trip he nc | Day” (Feb. 7) ln hundreds ot find expression In our day.
At These Prices,
ttylet
of
engraving,
plate
included.
Mrs Roscoe Simmons. Mrs. Edna Wlt1’ her dau8hter- ^rs. Herbert hunting trip, but unfortunately
minus a deer.
Why Buy
*"‘*7.....................................
’1M
sooner tied up to the wharf and he,--------------------------------------------------Simmons and son Lewis and Mrs. I Achorn
Mrs. James Quinn is in Vinalhaven
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
and his men began to unload when! at the tall 18-year-old great grand-'
Miss
Anne
Ashworth
who
attends
Inutations?
OR INVITAT1ONS
Carl Simmons and son Carl of
to visit relatives.
a coal black negress with a picki- I son who stood over her. His cap
TIMELY HELPS
Friendship visited Mr. and Mrs. school in St. Johnsbury, Vt., has been
Genuine engraving is
On white or ivory stock—wedding or plate
Miss
Marion
Howard
spent
the
ninny in her arms came down to t|te pulled low over his face he told her
at home the past week.
the
socially
correct
finish. Inside and outside envelopes and
Charles Munroe recently.
for
the
Mr
and
Mrs.
S.
J
Bigelow
of
Dowell.
Thanksgiving
holidays
with
her
parin a too-deep voice that he was. "Mr.
dock and said:
thing for business staplate included________ ...______ ...... $8.95
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Atkins
of
Teel
Island
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Howard
HOMEMAKER
"Capt. Spinney, will you sell me a Fotch come to fix the radio.” With
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Leland Fey
iX«7ve
£
SOCIAL STATIONERY
have moved to this town for the
Earl 'Brown on a recent hunting trip !
fish?”
curious intent, "Oram” stared at the
ler of Gardiner, have been guests it
business or professional
Special styles for men and women. A
winter.
in Waltham shot a doe.
use.
Now—at
these
choice of lovely colors, monograms and
"Grandfather handed her the fish, speaker Just as though the little
Money management ls not conCapt. John Bradford's.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert
amazingly low prices—
styles °< engraving, plate included..............
A surprise party was held Tuesday
and she threw up her hands.
a
Mr. and Mrs Roy Mack have re
drama had not been enacted many fined to grown-ups; but many 4-H
there ls no need to be
12.25. $3.95 and up.
Gove
burned
Monday,
the
building
night
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
•* ’Lawdy, Cap'n Spinney. Use done times before. She had once mistaken club boys and girls have earnings or
turned from Hanson, Mass.
_
, .’ , ,
satisfied with imitation
BUSINESS
STATIONERY
being
a
total
loss.
Forest Davis for Rev. John Holman,
forgot mah purse. Hyah. you hoi' her grandson for the aforesaid
The meeting of the Baptist Misengraving or common... ,
,
,,
„ .
,
Mr. Bracey's brother of Great Pond '
,
411
business cards or Hammermill Bond
an allowance and want t0 get th€ Luncheon was served and several ntce sionary Society has been postponed
mah baby, and ah'll be straight gentleman and he was forever_ hop..
PRICES IN THIS AD“®ads (8M.m11 or 7V«10W. plat, toing that she might do so again. A ,most satisfactions from the money glfu presented to Rev Mr. Holman. untl
11. on account of the ab- was 8 recent visitor here'
back "
VERTISEMENT
cluded' only------------------------------------------------ »?J»
Miss Edith Farnsworth has re
Doris Benner, daughter of Mr. sence of the president. Miss Helen
“Grandfather set the baby down on pause With dignity she pulled her-, they spend. To those boys and girls
INCLUDE THE COST
OF ENGRAVING THE
the hatch and finished the unload self up. but from the withered frame Miss Edna M. Cobb. Extension Home and Mrs. Horace Benner celebrtfted Jones. This will be the annual turned after spending Thanksgiving
holidays with her parents at Hull's
PLATE.
ing. When it come time to set sail, came a chuckle, "You can t foci me Management Specialist. University h6r
birthday Friday afternoon Christmas meeting and will be held at
Cove.
the colored mammy hadn't returned this time, young fellar. I know who of Maine, recommends the 4-6 s of by entertain‘ng 12
Wends at Mrs. Maude Clark Gay's. Each memMT. and Mrs. Earl Brown are visit
"There was nothing he could do you are.” Calmly. "Gram” replaced
..
a party. Verona Miller won the ber is requested to take a gift for
ing in North Brooksville. Later they
money management as a guide.
...
. , . ..
. „
but take the baby home, and grand her pipe and finished her smoke —
i peanut hunt, after which the jolly the tree.
The first S. says Miss Cobb, stands gathering adjourned to the prettily
Miss Hazel Day is visiting Mr. and will go to Rockland and Owl's Head.
mother was already nursing a young Portland Sunday Telegram.
for Spend. When you spend you I decorated dining room where orange Mrs. Roland Creamer,
one so she nursed the colored baby. t:x>
they named her Rose. When neigh
have to make decisions. You may and black formed the color scheme
Miss Labelle Kaler is a patient at
FRIENDSHIP
bors left the Spinney home and
have to decide many times whether * Included in the lunch were three the State Street Hospital, Portland,
whispered among themselves that
Llewellyn Oliver entertained last you wouW rath€r buy
candy or birthday cakes presented by Doris' following a surgical operation.
,
grandmother. Mrs. Sherman Benner.
Sixty deer are on record as being
Mrs. Spinney had a colored baby. Saturday at a supper party,
grandfather never said a word He
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry have ... . ,
' 8unday sch00' teacher' Mrs. Grace Inspected at the office of the town
never told outsiders about the joke returned from a visit with thei" Wi et the monej 50U would sPend Freeman; and mother, Mrs. Benner clerk. Otto V. Hassner.
for those things accumulate and buy Animal cookies, jelly beans and
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Pinkham of
that had been played him.
daughter in Quincy. Mass.
some article of clothing or pay for marshmallows were among the ap- Nobleboro are the parents of a son
Mrs. Ida Brasier of Rockland is
“And so Rose grew up to be a fine
some of your expenses. Every time petizing menu items. Those pres- born Nov. 30 at the Little Nursing
guest of her sister. Mrs. Mary Welch
girl. Years passed, and when one
you make one of these decisions, you ent were Walter Hupper Beatrice Home.
and niece Mrs. Edna Packard.
day she looked out and saw a coal
are learning something about the Hupper. Louis Thompson, Marilyn
Mrs. Carl Becker and son Billie of
Mrs. Mabel Beal was hostess Tues value of money. You may need a , Benner. Ernest Wilson, Marilyn Portland are guests of Mr and Mrs.
black woman nearing the house, she
screamed and hid herself. The day to the Baptist Sewing Circle, coat. If you buy it with your own | Southland, Verona Miller, Leroy W. C. Flint.
negress told a pitiful story. She had members of which partook of a cov money, you will be more concerned Cushman. Arthur Holman, Harold
Members enrolled in the Red Cross
escaped from her owner in the South ered dish dinner. Stephen Ware en about getting your money's worth, Cushman. Ronald Carver, Mrs. Grace are: Florence Shuman. Mary Elkins,
and smuggled herself North because tertained the company by showing whether it is warm enough, whether Freeman. Mrs. Elvie Davis and Mrs. j Rena Crowell. Jane Sanborn, Lura
she was afraid he'd take her baby local views which were highly en it will wear well, whether it is the Harriett Benner.
I Winslow, Alice White. Ella Achorn,
and sell her. When she got to Bos joyed by all present. The next meet right kind of a coat to wear wher
Mr. and Mrs George Robbins. Mrs. Susan Turner. Eudora Miller, Annie
ton she learned what a good man ing will be Thursday at the Baptist ever you have to wear it. the right Andrew Breen and son Lloyd have Dvorak. Jennie Linscott. Julia Kaler.
grandfather was and knew he'd take vestry with Mrs. Patience Murphy as Color, etc. Then you stop to think returned from a gunning trip it. Edna Youn^ Verna Scofield, Helen
Hand Cl««n«r for furnlcare of her little one—but when her hostess.
about these things you are learning Winslow's Mills, bringing home will. Jones' Stephen Jones, Emma Potter. |
lur«, drapariat, mattraiwi,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller and to buy as well as spend.
•tc.
, them two deer
hunters
, Arthur Chute, Louise Miller, Floyd
mother got ready to go. Rose would
The second S stands for Save that vlclnity were Horace Benner Benner. Fred Hovey. Celeste Winchennot leave grandfather and stayed daughter Marilyn of Thomaston were
baugh. Franklin Randolph, Guy Lev
on with him till she died. She was a recent callers on Mr. and Mrs. Clay There are about as many different j Albert Watts and son Albert
ways of saving as there are of spend- | Mr and Mrs A]v,e Chedr,clc wele ensaler. Earle Spear. B. G. Miller. |
blessing and the family loved her as ton Oliver.
Model AV 4 G E Cleaner
$39.95
thelr own.”
Arthur Burns who has been con Ing. depending more or less on how Thanksgiving Day guests of their Jennie chute' Bessie Kuhn' Glad>old
you
are
and
what
your
purpose
in
"Mother always said I Inherited fined to his house with a severe cold,
G E Hand Cleaner
$15.00
son. Merrill and family in Glenme-c Grant' Sarah Stafford. Forrest Eaton.
life is.
Miss Clara Cunningham. Bernard' Marion MUlCT' Mildred Ashworth.
my spirit from father,” said “Gram is now able to be out.
The little boy and girl save their
$54.95
between puffs. “ When he was just
Fileo and Mr. and Mrs Archie I Elsie Mank, Miss Wilder, Florence
Miss Rachel Stetson has returned
pennies
to buy a toy. as they get older Mlchaud
Qf ____ _
_______ „
were eue,,s Hahn. John T. Gay, Maude Gay,
a boy he enlisted in the Colonial Ar to school after being absent for sev
BOTH FOR
they save to buy a baseball mitt or a Sunday of Mr and
'
Hattie Creamer. Olive Crowell, Doro-,
mies in the War of 1812. But if it eral weeks on account of illness.
noir r\f eiraiae T ofor fkw$v mov CQVh
v*4ii a*
| _
.. _
_
.
,
pair of skates. Later, they may save
thy Crowell. Bessie Benner. Agnes
TERMS:
was hand-to-hand fighting he want
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Lyle
of
At

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Marriner. Mr. to buy a bicycle. When in high
ed. he got it jn his own back door- and Mrs. Warren Stewart of Nortli
tleboro, Mass. nassed the holiday Jameson. Ida Soule. Frances Achorn.
$3.50 Down
school they may want to save for a
Ina Smith, Caro Maxey, 'Ida Stahl,
yard
Vassalboro and Mr. and Mrs. J. H. college education. Then they save with relatives in Glenmere and this
Alton
Levensaler.
Nellie
Boggs.
Marion
"An English barge started up the Thompson of Gardiner dined recently
$3.25 Monthly
town.
to buy a home or a farm or make
Froelich, Mrs. William McFadden,
Sheepscot River to take Wiscasset, as with Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Simmons
of
plans to save for an independent old
Lorna Winchenbach. Laurence Wes
prize o' war. A handful of young
Mrs. Mary Welch who nas been age. Saving for a definite purpose Friendship were recent guests of ton. Charles Rowe, Sace Weston and
farmers and fishermen—father among
tlieir
daughter
Mrs.
Linden
Cook.
Read the Features of this Outstanding Buy
visiting her sister, Mrs Ida Brasier is the best kind of saving and the
'em—made up thelr minds that barge
The Thanksgiving entertainment at Bertha Moody.
earlier in life we begin the happier
in Rockland, has returned home.
Irving
S.
Cobb
and
Jane
Withers
would never get there if they could
the school was much enjoyed and
• Motor-driven tufted brush . . . gets all deeply-embedded
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met we are.
help It. So they collected all the
the pupils gave a very creditable pro team up at Star Theatre in the
dirt, combs and freshens rug pile.
Besides
spending
and
saving
you
zestful feature “Pepper." "Walking
rifles and muskets in sight and post Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
Adelia Jameson to complete work on also give some of your money away, gram. The work of the teachers is on Air” is the Thursday picture with
•
Trouble-free motor . . . air-cooled, requires no oiling.
ed themselves behind a high ledge on
so the third S stands for Share. When receiving much commendation.
aprons
and
other
articles
for
the
the bank of the river. They opened
• Rear wheels, easy rolling, permits tipping cleaner over rug
Ira Allen who spent the holiday Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern.
Christmas sale next Wednesday at you give to church or Sunday school
For Saturday comes Patricia Ellis.
fire, popping up over the rock and
fringe.
with
his
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs
the vestry. In this connection there you are sharing your money. If you
dropping down quickly when cannon
Charles
Allen
at
the
Lighthouse,
has
°
ne
°
f
t
i!
e
most
1)6811111111
women
°
n
• Switch conveniently located on handle, right at your finger
will also be a supper and entertain buy T. B. Christmas seals you are
the stage in “Down the Stretch.”
balls from the Britisher whizzed over
tips.
ment consisting of readings, musical sharing with the less fortunate. You returned to his yachtig duties.
thelr heads.
may
buy
Christmas
or
birthday
numbers
and
piano
solos.
Supper
• Dust-proof bag . . . permits more air-movement, easy to
• • • *
NO DRASTIC REDUCTION
ROUND POND
will be served under the direction of Presents for your family and friends.
empty.
"There were cheers in the town
Gertrude Oliver, Helen Simmons anti i Again that is sharing money,
•
Adjustment screw . . . provides correct height of nozzle.for
when news got around that the barge
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Svenson and Mr.
Sharing does not mean giving of In Egg Prices Till the Westerns Come
Olivia Hoffses. On the fancy work,
rugs.
had sunk. But one man was missing,
—
Christmas
Turkeys
Cheap
and Mrs. Perley Mason are in Florida
apron and parcel post booths, work money alone.. The services you give
and the picked crew started out to
• 7-blade fan . . . powerful suction.
for the winter.
ers will be Adelia Jameson, Lavinia are also sharing.
The weekly market review of the
search. At last, they found him-Mr.
|and
Mrs.
Isaac
Fish
of
Rhode
• 18-foot cord . . . with unbreakable rubber plug.
So
the
fourth
S
stands
for
Service.
Whitney. Eva Russell, Hattie Lawry
Maine Department of Agriculture
more scared than hurt—for a can*
• All-rubber bumper . . . protects the furniture.
and Hattie Wotton. The next Aid When you help to repair the furnish says indications are that "there Island wet: recent guests of Mr. and
nonball had taken the hat off his
• Light weight . . . easy to handle.
meeting will be in January for elec ings at home and make them more would be no drastic reduction in eggs Mrs. Fred Doering.
head, going clean through lt on the
Very few deer were shot in this
usable, when you make your own
tion of officers.
• Electrically lighted.
until
a
greater
supply
of
western
way. But when grandfather Hinck
vicinity.
clothes, when you help prepare meals,
eggs
appear."
The
review
reported,
ley saw his son was in earnest, be
Asbury Hanna and Sidney Osier are
when jmu improve the home grounds,
got him a berth on a man-o'-war,
when you share in the work of the however, that since Thanksgiving home on a few weeks' vacation.
and then father was satisfied.”
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Swett and
farm you are giving something which eggs have dropped somewhat in
price."
The outside door opened. "Gram"
son Robert of Everett, Mass., were in
has a real money value, and you are
"Turkeys." the review said, "ap town the holiday weekend.
grasped the bowl of her T. D and
adding to the family happiness.
thrust it behind her. leaving a cloud
pear
to be in plentiful supply, and
So
you
see
there
is
quite
a
lot
in

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Doering are ln
medicated with
OMPAMY
POWE
of smoke hovering above her head
throat-soothing ingredients
volved in managing your money and the prospect is for low prices for the Boston to pass the holidays with
of Vicks VapoRub.
She had a horror of being caught
your time energy as well (1) to Christmas season."
relatives.
PHONE FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION
Mea,s, aside from poultry, "are very
by strangers indulging in her pipe
spend, (2) to save, (3) to share, and
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Richards were
firm," the review said.
icks ough rop (4) to serve.
and the far-sighted old eyes peered
in Wiscasset on business recently.
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SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER

We Give You This $15 Hand Cleaner

When You Buy This Big Cleaner

at Regular Price $39.95

Regularly

39

CENT
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A BIG BOWLING DEAL

Notices of Appointment

' AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

|n Everybody’s Column f
Advertisements ln this column not to 1 *

W A Ft J fc, L)

R
4
4
4
R

II The Happy-Go-Lucky Club met
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
I nceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
I Charles L Veazie. Register of Pro- 1 cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
bate for the County of Knox, ln the j tlonal lines five cento each for one time
State of Maine, hereby certify that In >0 cento for three times, Six words I TWELVE tons of hay wanted, meadow
Barbara Jack. High street. An en
I hav preferred. MEDOMAK CANNING
the following estates the persona were make a line,
i CO 415 Main St , Tel 924
146-148
joyable evening was spent sewing.
appointed Administrators. Executors. ———
i '25 cords of dry hard cordwood wanted.
Guardians and Conservators and on the ,
Refreshments were served. The next
dates hereinafter named:
1 J. B. PAULSEN Thomaston, Tel. 62
meeting will be Dec 19 at the home
146*148
ELIZABETH K MARSHALL, late of
♦
MRS. Eva Brusl. Finnish midwife and
of Mrs. Anne Niles. Booker street.
Arlington. Mass, deceased
Elizabeth
M Easton of said Arlington was ap
I nurse, wants work Registered ln New
The annual Christmas sale given |
a resuj^ 0{ one Of the biggest
Scotty Littlefield and Gene Hall
York 24 years. R F. D. 3. Waldoboro.
pointed Admx., November 17. 1936 [
________________________________ 142*147
without
bond.
Alan
L.
Bird
of
Rock

in the Congregational vestry Tues- [ trades and sales in the history of did their usual "brother" act and
land was appointed Agent ln Maine. ‘ TAN and white hound pup lost. Re
LARGE size baby sleigh wanted Tel.
ward
MAURICE
HARDING,
2
North
day by the Federated Circle was sue- vinalhaven bowling Frank Grimes j finished within seven pins of each I
ARVILLA P SKINNER, late of War- ]
145*147
Main St. I
144-116 998-W_______
cessful and an unusually large sum has taken over the reins and man- other. "Barney Erickson the A & P
ren. deceased. Eula M
Skinner of
MIDDLE aged man wanted. Light farm
Waterville was appointed Admx , Nov
work. Must be good dry milker, for
’ was realized. Features were the agement of the old Ganders bowling flash did pretty well for a youngster
17. 1936. without bond.
winter, or year If OK. Pay small. Refer
rummage sale in the morning, bazaar team which for years has been led in the first two cantos but something
Probate
Notices
ences.
Write E. C. Courier-Gazette.
CORA E. WILLIAMS, late ol Rock
143-150
in the afternoon, supper, and white
grefn
and sometimes to happened to his knees in the last
land. deceased. Clara W Johnson of j
Rockland was appointed Admx.. Nov. 17.
STATE OF MAINE
elephant sale, with Albert B. Elliot slaughter, bv
old -Goose" Arey. string and one has only to look at
1936, without bond.
To all persons Interested ln either of «
as auctioneer furnishing much mer- ; Thp amount involved has not
the score to see hew badly they were
LENA H GRAVES, late of Rockland, the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. I ♦
deceased William E Graves of Rock
riment.
made public, but the grapevine cir- planing “knock-knock."
land was appointed Admr., NoV. 17, in and for the County of Knox, on the i f
Services at the Baptist Church I cuit
that a pint of
creanl
17th day of November ln the year of p
1936. without bond.
a
Rumors ate rife in town that the
our Lord, one thousand, nine hundred I
Sunday will be: Bible School at 9:45: and a pacicage of cigarettes, was Fish Wharf is grooming a team or
NANCY EMMA DAVIS, late of Frlend- and thilrty-sljx. and by <vdjournme$it
USED stoves bought and sold. Some
ship, deceased Rodney 6. Davisi of Port from day to day from the 17th day of good bargains ln kitchen ranges C E.
morning worship at 11. pastor s ser- , someu here near the top price paid two with the avowed intention of
Clyde was appointed Admr . Nov. 17 said November the following matters GROTTON. 138 Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M.
mon to be. “Is The Divine Favor for the club. Frank says he will be skinning a scalp here and there or
1936. without bond.
I having been presented for the action
141-tf
ISAAC N. YOUNO. late of Thomaston. | ‘’“"upon hereinafter Indicated lt ls
J)6 buys j937 5.tube guperheterodyne
Worth Seeking? At this service a paying manager and be in there i wherever they might be found. They
deceased Hollis D. Young of Thomas- j hereby Ordered.
Radio Foreign reception guaranteed,
music by the Choral Society will in- ; a]1 tbe time for
honor of dear old ’ are a pretty salty crew and might be
ton was appointed Admr.. Nov. 17. 1936,
That notice thereof be given to all i Metal tubes Brand new Tel 672-M
without bond.
I persons Interested by causing a copy i
146-148
elude the anthems, • The Peace of I pjshyard.
expected to hold their own with my
BLANCHE
B.
deJONY
late
of
Bel^
’cesst?e?vIn The" Comler-C.aMUe' \ ' CATTLEtrailer ln A-l condition^
God" by Gounod, incidental solos by | It looks as u the club could uae a aggregation they might tangle with. 1
1 Ingham. Mass
deceased
Ferdinand j ne
r published at Rockland, ln j saic: »R° a baby carriage. W W. BUTMiss Margaret Simmons, and "The httle new Wood as the flrs. venture
As yet the teams piloted by Cap- 1
djJ^y Oi ?*d ?
u sald County that they may appear nt a LER. Tel. 603-M z_____________ 146*148
Shepherds Oood Cane? by Nevin. | did not turn out M we„ as the nw tains Grimes and Poole have no
«HAdnhnnd°nn17sa1iS>S' date ’ Leslie B Probate Court t0 be held at sald Roclt' 1 FARM for sale or exchange In South
filing bond on same date
Leslie a 1 land „„
a Waldoboro, on shore ------------C.
---------on the .„h
15th a...
day of December. A.
HARRY
ROGChristian Endeavor meets at 4 manager hoped
old sklppers names but that is a condition that
Dyer of Vlnalhaven appointed Agent ln D . 1936. at nine o'clock In the forenoon ERS, R.F.D. 3. Waldoboro.
Raymond Walburn. Kathleen Lockhart. Arthur Treacher in "Mister
146*148
Maine
o'clock. At 7 o'clock the pastor will club plloted
a brand new captaln will not last long. Before the match 1
and
be
heard
thereon
If
they
see
cause
Cinderella."—adv
CHEVROLET truck 1931. dual wheels.
WILLIAM B MITCHELL, late of Rock
L MERRIFIELD _late
have as subject, “Four Deceitful , from
6lgnor Dona;do Pooh. Captain Grimes was suggesting that
, GEORGE
„
.... of An
.
overload springs, new body, six good
land. deceased. Viola E Mitchell of pleton. deceased. Will and Petition for j dres forsaie or trade for desirable land.
Rockland was appointed Exx. Nov. 17, Probate thereof, asking that the
Things
I severely spanked the aggregation led Poole's club be called the Lions and
same j Inqu|re MILTON H FRENCH. 139
ROCKPORT
WARREN
1936. without bond
may be proved and allowed and
that | pieasant st. Rockland
145*147
Grace Chapter. _OES. has been by tbe Hon p,.an|[ and some of the his club the Hunters, but when this ,
Letters
Testamentary
Issue
to
Winnie
t---------------------------- —— --------- ------ ——late
of
CHARLOTTE P
LUFKIN.
Merrifield
of
Appleton,
she
being
the
ESSEX
coach.
1929.
for
sale.
Oood
invited to attend a reception to Mrs ojd
Ganders are expected to get team turned out to be hunted and
The members of the Methodist Rockland, deceased. William R Luf- Executrix named ln said Will, without | condition, good rubber, $30. OSCAR
Dorcas Circle of Kings Daughters
ktn of Rockland was appointed Exr.. Nov. bond
146*148
Gertrude Boody, of Rockland. Grand | wbere the chicken got the axe as , bagged, he gave up the idea. Gene
I
SUTELA,
South
Thomaston
Ladies' Aid were highly pleased with 17, 1936. without bond.
_____
__________
__________
SIX Bulldog puppies, ready last of
MARY__E. _OOULD.
late__of Warren,
de
Ruth. toy Golden Rod Chapter, in a resu}t. one of the worst offenders Hall suggested the "Spiders and the
the result of their annual Christmas
CLAES E. BOMAN. late of Vlnalhaven. ceased Will and Petition for Probate ! month: also black male, year old MRS.
Monday
afternoon.
Rockland Masonic hall next Tuesday against the house of Grimes, was j Flys" but you know Gene. The
sale and supper held Wednesday at deceased Charles L Boman of Vinal- thereof, asking that the same may be , ROSE HUPPER. Tel 4-3. Tenants Harbor.
haven and Herbert. E Boman of
- Lisbon-* proved and allowed and that Letters i
146*148
at 8 o'clock.
On the dinner committee for the
vestry- The various tables on Falls
Banker Leon Sanborn, who after 1 score
were appointed Exrs . Nov. 17, 1936. Testamentary Issue to O. D Gould of
.
.
..
_
.
__
.
NATIONAL
cash
register
for
;sale;
Skippers
meeting of E. A. Starrett Camp S. U which were displayed many appeal- without bond.
laboring mightily all the evening.
Warren he being the Executor named pracl|Ca]|y new Also two plate glass
showcases.
marble bases, reasonably
Miss Margaret G. Ruggles
John perie late of south Cushing ln said Will, without bond.
Poole ........ ........ „.... 116 93 84 293 V. Auxiliary on Wednesday are Mrs jng articles were supervised thus:
NATHAN F BARRETT late of Hope priced for quick sale ELLA M EATON,
86 86 91 263 Mabel Mills and Mrs Shirley Bowley candy, Orra Bums; fancy articles, cus'mng wa^'appointed" Admx., r°ra. deceased Will and Petition for Pro- j t. B LaFollcy agent. Rockport. Tel.
Drew
thereof, asking that the same may Camden 515.
146‘148
Peterson
_______ 85 82 79 246 Members not solicited will take Cora MorrUl and Maude Davis; store. Nov 17. 1986 and qualified by filing bate
be proved and allowed and that Letters —
———
—
------—
bond on same date.
______
__
_______
_____
Testamentary
Issue to __
Annie
May
Bar-, NEW Scott'f
Scott s 1937_Stamp Catalog for
•Main street home. The time was threw his spare ball in the gutter, Dyer ........ .............. 92 103 97 292 sweets.
j Mattie Russell; grabs, Carrie Gray;
145*147
Tel 45-M
SARAH J WATTS late of Rockland. | rett of nope she being the Executrix I gale' M Union St._____________________
spent sewing for the Christmas , Captain Poole led the field on high Hall ........ ............. 85 81 73 239
Sermon topic at the Congrega- miscellaneous Vellie Simmons. The deceased. Alan L Bird of Rockland \ nan)e{j in saj,j will, without bond
| 32-Volt Fairbanks-Morse electric light
was
appointed
Exr
.
Oct.
20.
1936.
and
W. J COAKLEY, late of Rockland. Plant for sale. 500 watts capacity. R. S.
baskets and it was voted that each string and total but was closely
tional Church Sunday morning will supper which drew an unusually qualified by filing bond Nov. 17. 1933.
I deceased
Will and Petition for Pro- JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane, Rockland.
member take either jellies or pre- pressed by the Goose, who seemed to
Total ..... ............... 464 445 424 1333 be. ‘Word and Life;" evening topic. l«ie crowd and which merited much
ANGUS A. MCDONALD, late of Thom- ! bate thereof, asking that the same may (_________________________________ 144*146
serves to the next meeting to be g0 better when relieved of the heavy
Ganders
"Modern Spartans."
praise was under the direction of the aston. deceased. ArthurE McDonald of be proved and allowed and that Letters! pair horses, weight 3.000; together or
Thomaston was appointed Admr .
Oct ; Testamentary Issue to Alan L Bird ol!singie- good farm team low price C. F.
held Dec. 16 at the home of Mrs responsibilities of the captaincy. On Goose
........... . 84 114 91 289
president. Mrs. Linthel Lane.
20 1936. and qualified by filing bond ' Rockland and A. Walker Brewster of prbsCOTT. 29 Prescott St.. Tel. 489-W.
Members of the Woman's Club will
_
.
, „ zsi..w_n,_____ I Nov. 17. 1936.
\ Owls Head, they being the Executors
'
’
145*147
Frank D. Hathorne.
the other hand those same resnon- Sanborn
............. 80 80 , 77 237
The Aces 4-H Club vt ill mee
CAROLINE S BARRY, late of Cam- I named in ..Id Will, with bond.
small radio for sale, new, make t/Qrimes
91 95 86 272 take ten-cent gifts for a Christmas Monday night at the home Of the den. deceased Elizabth C Barry and | ESTATE ABBIE VINAL CREED, late
cellent Christmas prisent; priced low.
Martha B Cornells, both ol Camden ol Vlnalhaven. deceased.
Petition for L. A Dow. Rockport.
Erxkson
........... . 80 88 M 236 tree at the meeting Thursday night. club leader. Mrs. Orra Bums.
145*14"
| were appointed Executrices Nov. 17. Administration, asking that
Bernice
Littlefield ............. 82 86 78 246
Those from Warren Granges who
of Vlnalhaven. or some other suit-1 USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for saie.
Harbor Light Chapter O£S has 19M- Jnd panned by filing bond on Vinal
able person, be appointed Admx . with- Olive casks 150 gallons Salmon casks 100
w
! same date.
p. m.. Mission service consisting of per as could be expected after his
attended State Grange in Bangor
gallons. Mackerel and herring barrels
received an invitation to attend
alice c george. of Thomaston. out bond.
Intercessions, answering of questions defeat.
Total .... ........... 417 463 400 1280 this week were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tuesday night a reception honoring , R^c ^uth^Thomwton was ^pESTATE GLADYS M ALLEY, late of and
,^P£ed
Vlnalhaven. deceased Petition for Ad- ■ d'’slred Already to forward Also ln ih<?
and mission instruction. All are ln- __________________________________
Maxey, Miss Bertha Storer. Miss
IT AGertrude C. Boody. Grand Ruth, at ; and qualified by filing bond Nov 17 ministration, asking that Harold C. Aln
•
145-13?
vited.
Cora Robinson. Mrs. Mabel Mills.
ley of Vlnalhaven. or some other suit- THORNDIKE. Newport. R. I____________
Lord’’ by Lorenz. At 7 o'clock the
Masonic Temple Rockland. The rev
MAT1N1CUS
NEW milch cow and calf for sale. 6
There will be a rehearsal of the pastor's subject will be 'Forgiveness',
„
. .
.
LILLIAN I , THURSTON, of Rockport. able person, be appointed Admr., withMr. and Mrs. J. O Jameson. Mr. airfi
yrs.. old and grade Jersey W P. BARception Will be followed by dancing. Carleton E Orcutt of Rockport was ap- out bond
officers of Henry Knox Chapter.;
St Johns Church Auxiliarv
ESTATE LAWRENCE T MOORE, late RETT P Office. Union R. D No. 2.
Mr and Mrs. Merrtil of Turner Mrs, Ira Perry. Mr. and Mrs. Cllf
,,
_.
_ ,. ._ _____ .___ i
pointed Odn Nov. 17. 1936. and quallMrs. Edna Rcbbms was hostess j ned by filing bond Nov. 27. 1936.
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad- Box 47.. Tel. 11-3 Lincolnville, Me.
RAM., next Tuesday in Masonic will hojd ite annual chrifitmas Mie spent
Thanksgiving with
their ford Allen.
___________
______________
_____ ___
Friday night to the T Club at her |fernando
s _philbrick
. late
of ministration, asking that Annie F _ _______________________________
hall at 7:30. in preparation for the jn tbe pAfisjj hall Tuesday afternoon daughter Mrs. Harold Bunker
Rockland,
deceased.
Ralph
P
Conant
’
OConnell of Bangor, or some other suit1935 Chevrolet Master sedan with
Mr. and Mrs. B E Watts observed
church street.
of Rockland was appointed Exr. Nov. able person, be appointed Admx.. with heater for sale In excellent condition.
annual inspection Dec. 11.
The
department will meet Mon-'
j used nine months Write J. B N.. care
Mrs. Catherine Clark of Indiana th?lr 45111 wcddin8 anniversary
The Baptist Ladies Circle held an »
and Qualified by filing bond Nov. 1 bond.
Woodrow Wilson, who joined the
nlght at Andereons Cafe at
ESTATE MERTON F THURSTON late Courier-Gazette or Tel. Waldoboro 73
Tuesday night at a surprise dinner
and
Miss
Evelyn
Morgan
of
Melrose.
j
of
Boston.
Massachusetts.
deceased.
144*146
all-day
session
Wednesday
at
the
Attest
S S. Panaman several weeks ago ar- wh!,h time applications will be
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
Petition for Administration, asking that
TWO H P electric motor for sale. 3
Mass., have bee^ visiting Mr. and party given at their home by Mr home of Mrs. Maud Walker.
rived home Wednesday from Phito- out for 1937 operaU>r s licensPS
143*8-149 Bernice G Lovejoy of Cambridge. Mas phase. 220 volts, 60 cycles. Sunbeam
and Mrs. Lincoln McRae and Mr
sachusetts. or some other suitable per circulating heater, wood or coal. Laco
delphia for an indefinite stay beannual pait chancellor s sup. Mrs. Frank Ames of this place
The Studio Shop has been designed
son. be appointed Admx.. with bond.
and Mrs. Ellis Watts of Rockland
power oil burner, small size. Rotary ash
cause of the labor conditions ln con- ; pcr of
K of p wU1
as
headquarters
for
the
local
Red
ESTATE FRANK CUNNINGHAM, late sifter MASON S FILLINO STA . Thom
Mr. and Mrs. E P. Cooper of Wol- They received many nice gifts,
of
Washington,
deceased
Petition
for
aston
144*146
nection with the Seamen's and Long- 1 hg beid in K of P. hall Tuesday at
Cross membership drive.
Those !
laston. Mass. are guests of friends
Administration D B N . asking that Ar
SINGLE horse sled and single runner
Ivy Chapter OKS. is invited to a wishing to join or to renew their
shoremen's strike.
thur
E
Johnston
of
Washington,
or
6.30.
and relatives here.
some other suitable person be appointed pung, Tel. 433-R, 64 Mechanic St
Mrs. Edgar Ccbb, who was called
reception Tuesday night at Rock- membersh:p may obtain enrollment
144*146
Administrator of the estate not already
to Saco ty the death of her uncle.
George Carter of Rockland was a , land Masonic Temple, honoring Mrs blanks there.
administered, with bond.
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
CAMDEN
ESTATE MARY C
FARNSWORTH. tion $1600 ; 8-acre farm, good building
Gertrude Boody. Grand Ruth of the
the Bgptist Church j w
Fred Cotb, returned home Tuesdayrecent business caller here.
I late of Rockland, deceased Petition for $800 ; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
H. Hobbs has been attending ’
Grand Chapter of Maine.
, Hysgoag pa£.or gunday EervlcM wUJ
Townsend Club meets in K P. hall
Administration D B.N , asking
that Anv of the'-c Tor small payment down,
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company balance as rent V F. STUDLEY. Tel
Monday at 8 o'clock, followed by a the horse show in Boston this week! Emery Philbrook 'Wilmer Ames
143tf
Gecrge
Teague
was
pleased
recently
I
begin
with
morning
worship
at
11
of Boston. Massachusetts, or some other 1154. 283 Main St.
and is highly enthusiastic over it. and Richard Ames were in Rockland
beano party.
suitable person be appointed Adminis
SMALL pigs for sale. $2 50 up F. A.
to receive from D.DG.M Edgar Ames |
, subject, "The Trinity" at 12
trator of the estate not already admin XIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Tel
Urban Trask and family have i on business recently.
• • • •
istered. with bond.
Oi Thomaston a handsome bronz'* 1 o'clock. Bible School; 6 p. m. Chris221-W
144-tf
moved from Pearl street to the WalESTATE ANGUS A McDONALD. late
Plans have been completed for the ter Leonard house on Oak street
POCOHONTAS soft coai. $8.50; hard
I CeUa Ames who spent
medal for 50 years’ membership in tian Endeavor leader. Miss Virginia
of Thomaston, deceased. Petition
Petition for
foi coal, $15: coke, $11. J. B. PAULSEN,
annual Christmas fair by the Baptist
License to Sell certain Real Estate, sit Tel. 62. Thomaston
Tlie Knox Farm Bureau will meet Iing with friends in fading. Mass the Mazcaic order. This gift from Brown; 7 p. m. Gospel Service at the
144-tf
Ladies (Circle in the (vestry next j
uated in said Thomaston, and fully de
Wednesday at Megunticook Grango has returned home
th? Grand Lodge. F AM. of Maine. West Rockport Church, subject,
scribed ln said Petition, presented by ‘ FORDSON-tractor for sale. BICKNELL
144-tf
Tuesday at 2 o'clock. An important! hall at 10.30 for an all-day session
Arthur E. McDonald of Thomaston. MANUFACTURING CO
Mr and Mrs' Orris philbrook have has on its face the emblems of the ( Salvation." Thursday at 7 o'clock
Admr
USED plai
feature of this always enjoyable Subject will be “Christmas Wreaths been siding a few days in Rock- 3jue Lodge, and the dates 1886-1936; praise, prayer and Bible study hour,
ESTATE SPOFFORD J. CRAWFORD let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
event, will be a baby show and it is
late of Thomaston, deceased. Petition 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
land and Portland.
i compass and square on the back. > a welcome to all.
for
Distribution presented by Frank D.__________________________________ 144-tf
hoped there will be many entries. !
about which is entwined the pine
yrs john Richardson of Rockland
Elliot of Thomaston Admr.
^LL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood.
meeting will be in charge of Edna'
All members of the society are urged J
ESTATE SPOFFORD J CRAWFORD, under cover, also lumber T. J. CARcone and bow. The medal is en- was guest Thursday of her daughter
Start. Dinner will be served at noon,
late of Thomaston, deceased. First and ROLL. Tel. 263-21. Rockland
144-tf
to contribute as generously as pos- ’
WALDOBORO
graved with the name of the recipi- Mrs. Sydney P. Snow.
i Mrs. Raymond Stockwell leaves !o2^waC«OU«H?fe^ted for allowance b* ; HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage.
sible to the various booths where
Frank
D
Elliot.
Admr
5
mln
walk
from
Maln
gt
gome
lm.
------- ent Mr. Teague is thethird man
volunteer painters are now busy on
1 day for Lexington, Mass . where shr
ESTATE ALICE WILEY PULLEN, late provements. $1600. House 7 rooms, good
cooked food, candy, vegetables,
Mrs.
C.
B
Stahl
and
Mrs.
Stanley
here
10
be
honorcd
'
the
others
lbe
and
w
a
lls
of
the
Baptist
will take a course in beauty cultuit.
of St George, deceased
First and cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
aprons, fancy work and grabs will
final account qjc-ented for allowance acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
Polandare visiting their sister. Mrs. being G. Dudley Oould and E S. audjtoriunl and at the rate the work
by Alan L Bird. Admr.. c.t a
from city. $1000. House 7 rooms, good
be on sale.
Mrs. Rolfe N. Lord
I Carroll. Charles Smith ofWollaston,! ba£ Progressed 'the job will soon be
ESTATE LUCY A CARVER
late of cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
Edw. Connor in Boston.
Pathfinders of the Federated
can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road,
North
Haven
deceased
First
and
fi

formerly of this town, and member ■ completed Tll9se working Wednes-!
Word has been received here of the
nal account presented for allowance by near village. $800 House 5 rooms with
Church meet today at thc parsonage death In New York city of Rolfe
cellar, lights, center of city. $800;
of St. George Lodge, has also received 1 day Rjght were :Henry Tominski.
Frank Beverage. Admr.
at 2 o'clock.
ESTATE T CHARLTON HENRY, late |
!>ous® 6
nf Yhf »
iNortonl. wife of Leon R. Lord.
this distinction.
Bay Easton. Arthur Walker. Clayton
itvhu
lights, water. $600 Will sell any of these
Grace Chapter meets Wednesday | Bes,dcs her husband £he ,eaves .wo
for
sma11
payment
down,
balance
as
fled copy of Will and Probate thereof ronu
f Q’nTrNT w t,z>i ins
• * • •
' Smith. Charles Rhodes. Steward
in Masonic hall at 7:30. There will sisters. Mrs. H D. Hall of Rockland
together with a Petition tor Probate ot ^ny mo^e n^Hst^'
Owen
CavaForeign Will, asking that the copy cf M'‘.............................
",4'1'
Rebekah Functions Successful
I Rhodes Alton Crone
be exemplification of degrees and a Mrs Rena King of Camden and one
said will may be allowed, filed and re- - ---------------------The fair, supper and three-act com- naugb. Charles Collins. Supper was
memorial service will be held. Of
corded
ln
the
Probate
Court
of
Knox
brother, Capt Sidney B. Norton, also
County and that Letters Testamentary »
edy. "The Meddlesome Maid" held served by Ferae Whitney, Mrs.
ficers are requested to wear white.
be issued to Girard Trust Company.
of this place.
I
Thursday under auspices of the Mys- Charles Cavanaugh. Mildred Easton
Mrs. F L. Carter, recently of
Julia B Henry, and Gerald Ronan, all j ’
Mrs. Lord was born at Matinicus 60
of Philadelphia. Pa., without bond
4
t
tic Rebekah Lodge, was successful.' and Ruth Shaw.
Windsor Locks, Conn., has arrived
HERBERT F MANN. SR . late of Cam- H
<
years ago but was a resident of thin
here and ls with Dr. and Mrs. Allyne
Eocths were prettily decorated and
•
*
den. deceased. Will and Petition for
town for many years.
housekeeping
to
Probate
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
LIGHT
. _ apartment
.
W. Peabody, for an indefinite stay.
well patronized.
Spirit of Co-operatior
may be proved and allowed and that ,
running water, toilet. AMERICAN
The funeral will be held Sunday
t
*
t
*
ac
6
aaw
.
««■»».
ioes.A
4
a
t
aa
I
a
*
t
*
i
HOLSEXlfliii
St
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Letters Testamentary issue to Leola T
Acting Deputy Warden Alfred P.
The farce given under the direction ! The annual business meeting of the
at 2 oclock from Good's Funeral
Mann of Camden, she being the Exeeu
FOUR rooms to let, all Improvements,
Chapman who spent several days in
cf Mrs. Edna Moore. Mrs. Corinn?1 Trytohelp Club was held Mondaytrlx named ln said Will, without bond, rent reasonable. 37 Willow St
144*146
home, Rev. William E. Berger offi
and the petitioner further prays that
Jackson. Mich., while on business has
Perkins and Miss Annie Starrett. was j night at the Baptist vestry with 18
FURNISHED house, five rooms all im
the Court determine as a fact that the
ciating.
A
ddiyUtfal
returned horn?.
omission of the children of thc de provements. fine location rent reason
a credit to both the directors and the ' members present. These officers
• • • •
Inquire promptly. Tel. 129-W.
ceased ln the Will was intentional and able
The stated meeting of Orient
cast.
The
comedy
of
errors,
and
mis-1
were
elected:
President.
Alice
MarsNINA GARDNER
146-148
Injured in Auto Accident
was not occasioned by mistake.
Lodge. F.A.M. was held Tuesday in
UPSTAIftS tenement to let. 6 rooms,
EDWARD L MARSH, late of Swamp
taken identities, brought down the tcn; vice president. Clara Lane, sec- J
While driving down High street
scott. Massachusetts, deceased. Exem garage. Centrally located. 56 Talbot ave,
Masonic hall during which the early Thursday evening near the
house in mirth. Parts were aptly j retary. Ruth Shaw; treasurer. Lena
____ ________145-tf
plified copy of Will and Probate thereof, Tel. 274-M
second degree was worked. Following Monument the car of Mr. and Mrs.
together with a Petition for Probate of
(rtayed by Edwin Kenrick of Rock- Tominski; flower caommittee. Helene
APARTMENT to let at 34 Pleasant St.,
Foreign Will. Asking that the copy of 5 rooms, bath; unfurnished Tel. 883-W,
the meeting a scallop stew was Arthur Skewes was struck in tiic rear
land. Miss Mildred Spear. Herbert ! Dunbar, Ferae Whitney, Mildred
said Will may be allowed, filed and re ANNE FLINT. 32 Schoo^St________ 145-tf
PRINTED STATIONERY
corded in the Probate Court of Knox
served in the banquet hall.
K
Thomas,
Mrs.
Shirley
Bowley.
Earl
Easton;
work
committee.
Hazel
Cain.
by another auto with such impact |
_______
EIGHT-room house to let. 129 Rankin
County, and that Letters Testamentary
Inquire Of Edward J. Hellier. Rockbe issued to Mary H Marsh of said
Moore, Donald Ward, Mrs. Nancy I Clara Lane. Lena Tominski. Dorothy
that the Skewes machine was forced
Exquisite is the only word
Swampscott. and’ Arthur P. Stone of 1 >»nd Savings Bank or Alice H Jameson.
Members of Thursday Club were into a tree. Mrs. Skewes received
Clark, Miss Annie Starrett. M.ss | Young
for this smart laid paper with
Newton. Massachusetts, without bond. •
North Main St._______________ 144*149
Christine Starrett and Dr. Blake Annis I Preceding the meetlng suppcr was
entertained at th? home of Mrs. injuries to her shoulder. An x-ray
thc attractive new lettering
ELIZA ELLEN SWEARS, late of Vinal- [ FURNISHED apartment to let. All
haven, deceased. Will and Petition for modern improvements. JAKE SMALLEY.
styles.
Oscar H. Crie. this week, with bridge was taken to determine if any bones
of Rockland.
Probate thereof, asking that the same 19 Willow St
144*146
in contest stores
served to the workmen who are givhonors falling to Mrs. Enoch M. were broken and she is now being
may
be Toefnn,nrt
proved and
allowed
that
sTTUArTTvr
onnv-ni.nf
—
The quilt was awarded Mrs. Ilda ing their services in cleaning the
t a+fat-c Testamentary
□ ■ issue
(, ,,a to
♦ and
Ai iKitCTlVu and
con\eiiicnt steam
Letters
Warren
ia
*
50 SHEETS
F Rrnwn nf Mprlfnrrt
Annis- [^ated Office tO let Location Opposite
Clark. Mrs. Earl Risteen and Mrs. cared for in her home. Mr. Skewes One vote with every 25c
Russell.
E
Brown of Medford. Mass., nnri
and Annie
celling and walls of the auditorium
of Limerock Street affords unusual
M. Richards of Stonington, thev being foot
Orvel Williams.
Music
between
the
acts
and
for
the
!
and valuable publicity facilities.
50
ENVELOPES
suffered a badly injured ankle.
prepare‘.ory to re-decorating with
the Executors named in said Will, with light
•
E
C
MORAN CO
144-146
The entertainment given by the
out bond.
dance which followed was furnished ! Mrs. Elizabeth Crone. Mrs. Mildred
The vehicle which struck the
PARK street restaurant to let com
young people of the Baptist Church Skewes car was owned and operated
ESTATE CORA 8 FOGG, late of Ap
by
Miss
Adelle
Feyler
piano.
Roland
Trade At Contest Stores
Rhodes, Mrs. Mabelle Crone and Mrs
pleton, deceased
First and final ac pletely furnished, very low price. V F.
after the Circle supper in the vestry, by Charles Lacombe of Lincolnville
Berry violin, and Harold Overlook Eoris Graffam in charge.
count presented for allowance by STUDLEY. Tel. |154 or 330.________ 138-tf
I Thurman L. Fogg. Exr.
SEVERAL small tenements to let;
Wednesday was well attended and J He was immediately arrested and
PERRY’S MAIN ST. MARKET
drums.
ESTATE LAWRENCE T. MOORE, of also small store, at small price. MRS C.
A spirit of co-operation of which
about $25 was realized from it. It taken to Rockland Friday morning
• • • ■
141-tf
PERRY S PARK ST. MARKET
Rockland. First and final account pre M BLAKE. Tel 1061.
the town may well be proud is being
was given under the direction of for a hearing. He pleaded guilty and
sented for allowance by Charles H. i TEN-room house on Warren street to
GREGORY’S
Mrs. Martha B. Kalloch
Morey. Conservator.
'
an modern Improvements; rent
shown in this community project of
Mrs. H. S. Kilborn. The program was fined $100 and 30 days in jail
ESTATE FRED W. BABB, late of reasonable ROBERT COLLINS. Tel. 77
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
Mrs. Martha (Burgess) Kalloch. beautifying one of the principal pubcontained: Piano duet. "No Surrend
Washington, deceased. Petition for Ad144-tf
He was committed.
j ministration, asking that John A. Babb
FURNISHED apartment 3 ’•ooms 2nd
84. died Thursday afternoon following lie buildings. Every night finds a
er March." Misses Olive Leach and
CRIE HARDWARE STORE
of Washington, or some other suitable fj0™heat K^’ge If
Walter Reynolds of Lincolnville
person be appointed Admr. without [{^ Batp,ne condition Suitable*’^
an illness occasioned by a fall at her: crew diligen’ly at work and so much
Kathleen Anderson; one-act play. was with Mr. Lacombe, also two COC
SENTER CRANE CO.
bond
Including priniing . . . with
couple. C. A. EMERY. Tel 436-M. 144-tf
heme last week. She was the wife of' has been accomplished in a week's I
“Betty Behave." Misses Harriet Til- boys he had taken in to bring to the
McLAIN SHOE STORE
ESTATE SARAH J WATTS, late of
Blue,
Brown
or
R<
ii Ink. Double
NEWLY decorated apt. to let, lour
son, Virginia and Hester Foster;
Lawrence F. Kalloch. Funeral serv-1 time that painters have already be
i Rockland, deceased. Petition for Con
village.
Sheets or Flat Sh-.ets in Blue,
CRIE S GIET SHOP
firmation of Trustee, asking that Alan rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St., Tel. 156-W.
vocal solo, “Whn Did You iLeave
ices will be held at the home Sunday ! gun their work.
j
144-tf
Grey, White or Tan Paper.
L. Bird of Rockland, be confirmed as!
_______________
II. II. CRIE CO.
, Trustee of the estate given in Trust for ]
--------- ---- .
Heaven,” Miss Maxine Chapman
at 1 o'clock. Rev. Howard A. Welch ' Among the workers noted the past
APPLETON RIDGE
the benefit of Stanley McCurdy. Paulwith Mrs Amy Tripp at the piano;
SEA VIEW GARAGE
officiating. Burial will be in River-1 few nights are: Charles Marston,
i ine Marie Morris and Richard Albion ♦
•
Mr. and Mrs. Jenness Keller and
m h&U Sheets!
Morris, presented by said Alan L. Bird 4
I
•
two-act play, “The Red Lamp" Miss children of Lincolnville Beach were
Henry Carleton. Ernest Whitney.
view cemetery.
M. B & C. O. PERRY
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Es- 1
Clever
and
gay
.
.
.
same
Lillian Thurston; Norman Overlock;
COAL
AND
WOOD
YARD
Carleton.
Mrs.
Kalloch
was
born
in
this
town.
Henry
Tominski,
Willie
quire.
Judge
of
Probate
Court
for
Knox
'
4
•
eolors
.
.
,
Paper
and
Ink.
50
callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs, W.
County. Rockland. Maine.
Miss Olive Rowell; Alfred P. Chap
Dec 21. 1851. daughter of John and Mervyn Foster, Philip Spear. Charles
Sheets and 50 Envelopes $1.
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
! Attest:
M. Newbert
IF YIU LIKE TO DRAW. SKETCH or
man. Jr.; Edward P. Thurston, Miss
Nancy (Burgess) Kalloch. She had Lane. Arthur Walker. Owen Cavan4
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
( I PAINT—Write for Talent Test (No Fee).
Congratulations to Mr and Mrs.
Estelle Moore
-----------------------------------------------1
" age and occupation Write F • care
been
a
member
of
the
Baptist
Church
augh.
Charles
Collins.
Alton
Crone.
]
Alonzo Meservey on the birth of a
THE
I COURIER-OAZETTE
143*148
At the Federated Church Sunday
, for some years and attended regularly , Irvin Caln. Maurice Marston, Ralph
______________
ROCKLAND Radiator Works. 70 Park
School will be at 9:45; morning wor daughter Dec. 1.
while able. The past few years she ( Marston Edgar Foster, Ernest WentSt. We specialize on Auto Radiators only.
McKenzie Williams was a lucky
repaired, recored, cleaned. All
ship at 11. when the pastor's theme
had been more or less confined to her ( worth, William Ingraham Clayton
ADVERTISEMENTS Radiators
work guaranteed. Drive ln for estimate.
deer
hunter
Monday.
will be, “The Wise IMen and The
_________________________________
146*151
heme.
j Whitney, George Turner, Steward
The Christmas sale and entertain
late
Child." To the children the pastor
FOR hand made articles suitable for
She
leaves
besides
her
husband.
Rhodes.
Evans
Orant.
Albert
CarleChristmas gifts see MRS. L. C. JACKwill continue the story of “The ment which was to be held Tuesday
one son. Sherboum B. of Warren; ton, Fred Miller Rev. J W Hyssong
_LADIES
___ _ —„Reliable hair goods at RookSON, 14 Camden, St.______________ 146*lt
by
the
Willing
Workers
has
been
Christmas Carol" by Charles Dickens
and one daughter. Mrs. Wiliiam Smith, Harold Graffam, William land Hair Store, 24_Eim_st. Mail orders
1s SKATE sharpening, promptly done.
postponed
one
week
on
account
of
YOUR
CONVENltHtf
CRIE HARDWARE CO. 408 Main Sta
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Music by the Choral Association will
and Maynard Ingraham.
Teague of Canaan, Conn,
132-tf
142-tf
include the anthem, “Exalt Ye The illness of participants.

Frank Grimes Buys the Vinalhaven GandersBuilding Up For 1940
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THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

OCl ETY
Scribblers’ Club met Tuesday night
with Mrs. Harriet Dwinal at her
home in Camden. The meeting was
in charge of Miss Relief Nichols and
among the reported acceptances for
the month was a prize winning poem
of Miss Nichols, in the Sunday Tele] gram contest. The poem will appear
| later in that paper. Mrs Orisso Mer
Miss Barbara Newbert celebrated ritt conducted a study of the life and
her 12th birthday by entertaining the works of Grace Noel Crowell. A per
Good Sports Club Tuesday at tlie sonal letter from the poet and several
home of her grandparents. Mr and of her selections were read. The
Mrs. Melvin Pendexter. A decorated hostess served a delicious luncheon
birthday cake was featured in the and furnished transportation to out of
refreshments and some lovely gifts town members. The next meeting
were presented the hostess. The will be with Mrs. Irene Moran.
guests were Frances and “Buster"
Merchant of Camden, Barbara
Mrs. Frank Fields and Mrs. E. W.
Boardman. Marjory Mills, Margaret Freeman won the Chummy Club
Johnson, and Gloria Mills, a special I prizes Tuesday night. Mrs. H. R.
guest being Barbara's aunt, Mrs. Mullen was hostess.
Dorothy Horsley of Thomaston.

Mrs Katherine Sharpe is home
from New York where she has been
spending the past three weeks during
the illness of her son William.. The
latter has completely recovered, and
is again at school.

Mrs. Clifford Melvin was hostess
Thursday afternoon to the Harvest
ers Club, at her home on Willow
street. Members present were Mrs.
Edwin Ludwig. Mrs. Norman Kalloch
and Mrs. Charles Lake, Mrs. Stan
ley Snow, a fifth member being ab
sent due to a visit in Lewiston.

The Arts and Crafts Society meets
Monday night with Mrs. Edward Syl
The Outing Club dined Thursday
vester, Main street.
at The Thorndike, luncheon being
followed by an afternoon of card
Mrs. Viva KaHoch was hostess to playing. Mrs. E. W. Berry and Mrs.
W.I.N. Club Thursday night for ' Annie Simmons were hostesses.
cards, lunch following play. High
scores were won by Mrs. Herbert
Christmas Sewing Club met Friday j
Curtis, Mrs. Gardner French. Mrs. afternoon with Mrs. George Davis,
Vance Norton and Mrs. Florence Rankin street. Sewing was followed I
Knowlton.
by lunch.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred W Wight are
closing their home on Claremont
street today, having taken rooms at
The Thorndike.
------A reception and banquet will be
held at the Lafayette Hotel. Portland.
Monday at 6 o'clock in honor of Scott
Mrs. Hollis Weaver who has been Leavitt, commander-in-chief of the
the guest of relatives for a few days, U S.W.V. All veterans are welcome.
has returned to her home in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Creamer and
Mr and Mrs. Carl Holt and daugh Miss Hazel Day of Waldoboro weie
ters Betty Lou and Hetty Leah, of in the city Thursday.
Newport. R. I., are guests of Mrs
Stephen Brault is critically ill at
Holt’s parents, Mr. and Mrs James
Doherty. They motored to Bar Har his home on South Main street.
bor and Ellsworth the first of the
---------- ----------------week, where they visited relatives for jj---------FOR ROCKLAND YOUNGSTERS |
a few days.

Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane have
been spending a few days in Boston, j
-------Mrs. Amos Makmen and son Douglas of South Thomaston are visiting
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Sprague.

A11 Sorts and Conditions

Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Bloughton and j j
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Patterson of Bos- j
ton. arrived Friday to be weekend
guests of the Kennedy Crane's, Beech
street. .

j

Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. will
meet Monday with Mrs. Clara Thurs- i
ton. The G A R. veterans are invited as guests and members are reminded that gifts for Opportunity
Farm are needed at this time. An- i
nual dues must be paid on or before ’
January 1.

(
I
j

Each year at this season the
problem of financing thc public
skating rink at Community Park
must be met It is safe, cen
- trally located and adequately
supervised. This takes member
ships. and in order that some
Tonian Circle will meet Wednesday
child without the necessary dol
night with Mrs Carl Freeman at
lar may use the park free—See
Glen Cove. All members are urged
Line McRae, telephone 500, and
to attend.
buy one ticket or five, at a dol
lar each. Il is a splendid project
Oolden Rod Chapter O.ES. has
and ycu will be making some
issued invitations for a reception
child happy for all winter at the
Tuesday night in honor of "Grand
cost of S1.00. See Line at once!

Ruth," Mrs. Gertrude Boody. All 1
chapters in the district have received 1
invitations and many friends are in
vited. Preparations are continuing
to make the night a most pleasant
one. There will be refreshments and
dancing. Any Star member sojourn
ing will be welcome.
There will be an afternoon of re
lief sewing at the Congregational
Church, Wednesday at 2 o’clock.

Opportunity Class met Thursday
night at the Baptist Church. 25
members and one guest being pres
ent. The hostesses were Mrs. Hattie
Richards. Mrs. Lorna Pendleton and
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
Scripture
reading by Miss Alice McIntosh was
followed by circle prayer. The sec
retary reported 60 calls made during
thc month of November. Mrs. Laura
Mack was in charge of the program,
presenting ithe following numbers:
Reading. Mrs. Hattie Richards; vocal
solos, Mrs. Lorna Pendleton, reading,
Mrs. Eda Post, chorus singing by as
sembly. reading by Mrs. Alice Kaler.
At the close of the program refresh
ments were served. The members are
to meet at the church for a quilt
tacking. Thursday afternoon Dec. 10
at 2 o'clock.

Sarah Linnell’s Christmas Gifts at
Copper Kettle, lovely slips, good look
ing bags and scarfs. They’re “the
tops” at comfortable prices.
145-146
For a
career of BEAUTY CULTURE
Choose HUB ACADEMY, largest in
New England. Faculty of professional
lecturers. Aggressive employment de
partment to place graduates. Fully
equipped kit given absolutely free of
charge. Day and evening classes now
forming. Write for catalogue.

HUB ACADEMY

161

Of Hair and Beauty Culture
Massachusetts Avenue, Boston
Approved by State of Maine

j
j
j

THE MOTHERS
<Por The Courier-Gazette)
Far across the barren desert.
Far across the billowy sea.
Not a place ln God s dominion
But a mother used to be
All God's creatures had a mother,
All the beasts and fowls of air.
Every living moving being
Had a mother, sometime, somewhere.

And the mothers of God's children.
Blessed mothers of our race.
Shall we not give them the honor
Due them by God's gift of grace?
Shall we not be ever watchful,
Of the path our mothers trod.
Follow closely ln their footsteps.
Leading ln the way to God?
We who claim not to be mothers,
Let us show the mother love
In our hearts to all God's children
Given us from Him above.
Delora E. Morrill
Rockport

I IM

FOR CHRISTMAS
Visit This Store
See Our Fine Gifts

NORTH HAVEN

THE SAUNTERER

BEFORE MAKING YOUR LIST

Page Severi

I

A. B. Crocker
Which I wish to remark
\nd my language ta plain —
That for ways that are da-k
And for tricks that are vain.
Tlie heathen Chinee la peculiar”
—Plain Language from Truthful James

j AT STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY '

Mild weather with rain has taken
away all the snow.
Alton Calderwood was a visitor
Wednesday and Thursday in Rock
land.
Gerald Beverage employed by the
Central Maine Power Co. in Rock
land was guest last weekend of his
parents.
Milton Beverage returned Monday
to Suffolk University Law School in
Boston.
Frank Waterman, Ernest Whit
more, Lawrence Grant, Alice Wood
man and Lloyd Crockett were in
i Bangor this week attending the
Grange convention.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond left
this week for Florida.
Worship with sermon Sunday at 11
I o'clock. The Lord’s Supper will be
observed at the close of the morn
ing service. Sunday School at 9
o’clock. Evening sevice at 7.30. The
sum of $40.55 has been received to
ward new singing books. Contribu
tions may be passed to the pastor or
any one of the music committee. Re
hearsals have begun on the Chrlsti mas pageant.
Mac’s latest rousing romance . . the story of a touring star and a country [ Mr. and Mrs. Irving Grant re
boy in “Go West Young Man." starring Mae West
j turned Monday from a visR
Sau.

So let’s saunter to China for a
brief
visit among them. I had the
At Prices You’ll Like
good fortune lately to listen to an
I Episcopal clergyman who. 10 years J
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
ago. was a teacher in a university ln
China who knew first-hand some of
j the peculiarities of the “heathen •
CABBAGES AND KINGS I Chinee.”
The Chinese are natural actors.
You’ll Find Both Mentioned I They do not, as we do. select a play J
In the History of the Jer i some person has written; they get
together, map out a plot, assign ,
sey Cow
I characters, then put on the play.
Domestic animals, particularly the' The dialogue is made up by the accow, have always pioneered with peo- , tors as the play progresses. This,
pie in the making cf new countries. ' the speaker said, explains many ,
but until now no cow has had her j things about the Chinese character,
“cultural background ’ presented as I Some years ago China became a
j has the Jersey cow in R. M. flow's ' Communist country for a while, but !
new book, "The Jersey," published by that spirit is now nearly exitinct. It
The American Jersey Cattle Club, | was while the speaker was in China 1
New York. Mr. Gow has been associ- that one of-those Communist moveated with this national organization j ments occurred. The servants in !
of owners of purebred Jerseys for 54 the Compound (all native Chinese)
years and has visited the farms ot where the university is located, went
ford.
Jersey breeders in many parts of the on a strike and demanded man}
things—more wages, less hours and
world.
There arc three men in the life ol.with Etienne Girardot, a professor—
Mrs. Sarah E. Dole
Surprising facts which are not ordi presented an ultimatum to the uni Mae West in her latest starring this, however, is strictly comedy in
narily associated with the history of versity authorities. The night the vehicle. Romance number one is hilarious vein.—adv.
After a serious heart attack ten
a dairy animal appear in his compre ultimatum expired the aforesaid with Lyle Talbot, cast as an old flame
-----------------days ago, Mrs Sarah Elizabeth Dole
hensive story of the Jersey cow “heathen Chinee" presented their who has become a prominent pollIn buying enameled ware for use suffered a sudden ill turn which re
around the globe. Knights and kings, play in tlie Compound. They had tician, and finds it good publicity to on an electric range, there is nothing sulted Tuesday in her death. Mrs, Dole
castles, cabbages, sailing ships, each their fun. no one was injured and “spark" with the glamorous star por-, to be gained by paying extra money was born July 11, 1857 in this town,
the next day the authorities granted
have a part in her history. Of
trayed by Miss West. Talbot knew for black-bottom pans. But black- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilder
knights Mr. Gow writes particularly the strikers their demands.
' her when—the star "knew him when I bottom aluminum pans are more Brown. Married to Will R. Dole,
I shall attempt to give you in the they called hint “Butch." She think s J economical than those with polished
of Sir Hugh Calveley, the warden of
Dec. 23. 1886, from that time her
speakers own language some of the
bottoms.
Gorey Castle and the defender of the
he’s a^lotta fun.
home was the one occupied till her
highlights of his talk. The subject
Island of Jersey from 1376 to 1393,
demise.
Romance number two is with “tali, |
was "Kung Fu” whfch means both
who wore a white shirt over his shiny
Mrs. Dole was of a quiet and homelabor and leisure. The Chinese blonde and handsome" Randolph:
armour embroidered with three calves
Scott,
cast
as
farm-boy
inventor,
j
loving
disposition and seemed to
philosophy cannot see the difference.
instead of the lion or tiger more fre
care little for travel. Her home was
The language has no grammar and J “with large and sinewy muscles,"
quently used in coats of arms.
her delight and the center of her
one word meaning two different She wants him to “Go West" to Hoi-1
poyalty comes into the book thifigs hag Ju dlsadvantages glvlng lywood. She’s helped so many men
interest.
Give HER one of our
through ownership of fine Jersey the Chinese the chance to say,
; realize themselves, as she puts it, and
Besides her husband she is sur
herds for the production of milk for didn’t understand."
,
Scott
has
an
invention
for
motion
vived
by two daughters. Mrs. Florence
Polly Preston
royal households. Napoleon HI is re
Brown and Mrs. Ruth Parsons.
In the Compound a native servant I pictures.
Gift Certificates
ported to have bought a prize Jersey went to market and bought the supRomance number three is with [
Funeral services were held at the
bull ar.d four cows in 1816 at a cattleJplies. One sent him to buy a duck Warren William, playing a press;
home Thursday conducted by the
and let HER make HER own
show held in Scotland and for three | and vegetables an(j he came home agent who accompanies the star on
i pastor Rev. Henry F. Huse Burial
selection
generations the British royal family with a chicken. When taken to task her personal appearance trip to the
was in the Brown cemetery. The
have been breeders of Jersey cattle. for the mistake, his reply would be. movie palaces, primarily to keep her
bearers were Irving and Hubert
Queen Victoria, Edward VII and “I didn't understand." One sends a j from getting married. They fight
Grant. Hanson T. Crockett, Gene
EVERY SUNDAY
j George V. More than 60 Jerseys from servant out with a hoe to weed the 1 and bicker about her romances and
Burgess, Lester Greenlaw and Leon
AFTERNOON
310 .MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
B. Stone.
146-147&150&153 I the royal farms at Sandringham and garden and he cuts down all one’s the marriage clause ln her contract.
4 TO 4.30 P. M.
Windsor were registered with the flowers; same reply.
William extricates her from all her
English Jersey Cattle Society in 1934.
'£iden loCNiMen
China is in the "making over” entanglements, but somehow gets in
Inlaid linoleum should not be
Cabbages on the tiny Island of stage at the present time and will volved himself.
varnished, as varnish destroys its
Jersey where the Jersey breed of cat eventually work out her own salva- ! A fourth romance is also suggested ! Kffnjrn NISSEN BAKING CO. sangos
natural softness and pliability.
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord of Fort tle was developed sometimes grow to tion. The young Chinese are eager 1
Hamilton, N. Y., is visiting her par the great height of ten feet, Mr. Gow to learn English and do learn it [
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper. says, their leaves used as feed for th? much quicker than the Americans
Other recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jersey cattle, their stalks for walkjr.g learn Chinese, bat sometimes it leads
to ludicrous interpretations of the
Cooper have been John Littlefield of sticks.
Old Town Mrs. L. S. Young of Port
From the days when sailing ships English language.
A young Chinese student was given
land. Herbert M. Lord 2d of Bowdoin brought the first Jersey cows to
College, Mrs. Frank Smith and Mrs. American ports after dangerous voy the subject, "The Human Anatomy"
Elmer Brown of North Haven.
ages across the Atlantic down to the for an essay. Result: “The human
famous Jersey cows of the present in anatomy consists of the head with |
their electric milking parlors Mr. Gow eyes, ears, nose, mouth, brains, If j
Miss Marion Blake entertained a tells their history accurately and en any; the chest contains the heart,!
group of friends Thursday night at tertainingly in "The Jersey.'
lungs, liver, and bowels of which
her home, 12 Gay street place, in
“Human interest stories of practi there arc five—A.E.I.O.U."
honor of her eighth birthday. Those cal farmers, of statesmen, and milAs Samuel Johnson wrote some- |
present were Dorothy Childs, Evelyn
l.onaires and their enthusiastic in time between 1709 and 1784, "Let
Church, Lewis Hastings, Alice Mcterest in Jersey cattle emphasize in observation with extensive view, sur
Aulcy, Dorothy DcLong, Clara
this book the important part the vey mankind, from China to Peru"
Church Marion Bond, Joyce Bond,
Jersey cow has played in thc devel .China: A foot iball for other
Betty Frasier, Lorraine Curry, Louise
opment of the great American dairy nations to play with.
Barton. June Barton. Bertha Kenney,
N. C. C. 2
industry.' Lewis W. Morley, executive
Gerald Bradley. Constance Barton,
Somerville,
Mass.,
Dec.
4
secretary of the American Jerse>
Kenneth Bradley, Richard Randell,
Cattle Club says. “Never before has
Richard Childs, Jackie Passon,
FOR
Maurice Childs. Francis Barton and the history of a dairy breed of cattle
Gertrude Nye. Games were enjoyed. been presented in a manner which so
Jackie Passon, Gerald Bradley and relates it to the economic life of toDorothy Childs winning the prizes |cia'
A few drops up each
nostril reduces
in the peanut hunt and for pinning
swollen membranes,
accurately the donkey's tail. The
clears away clog
room was prettily decorated in red '
ging mucus, brings
and green with a lighted Christmas
welcome relief.
tree adding to the effect. A large
YOU’LL be fascinated when you
birthday cake was the central item
see the G-E Colorama Dial of this
icks
a
tro
noi
on the refreshment menu. A variety
30c double quantity SOc
new Focused Tone radio flash from
of gifts were bestowed on the young j
red (o brilliant green as you dial
hostess, who In turn presented a
your station—visibly assuring you
souvenir of the party to each guest
that your radio is in Perfect
upon departure.
Focused Tone. But you'll get an
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
even greater thrill when you listen
to the whole new range of tones
brought to you for the first time by
MONDAY-TUESDAY
G-E FOCUSED TONE RADIO! ”

J

BLACKINGTON’S

STUFFY HEAD

V

V

HATS OFF!
f? f’;e new

laugh hit!
HAL
ROACH
ir csents

COMIQUE
CAMDEN

TODAY AND SUNDAY
Before you buy any radio be sure lo see
and hear ihe new G-E’e. Tbe Iruly re
markable feature! and value! they offer
will prove lo your rye*, eare end pocket
book that C-E la the only radio for you I
Come in today acd convince youreelf!

Dimples
Plus
TIM AND |
IRENE
Comedy

•* FRANK
MORGAN

HALEY
BETTY

FURNESS
ARTHUR

TREACHER
RAYMOND

MONDAY AND TUESDAY’

WALBURN

I -STAR FILM REVEL

An
Edward Sedgwick
Production

fteuqjjba&yn J-jayci

POWELL-LdY

NEWS
Matinee 2; Evg. 6.30, 8.30
Sunday Mat. 2.30; Evg. 7.30

C-E MODEL E-95 Focused Tone Radio

with
JACK

TODAY
DICK FORAN jn
“CALIFORNIA MAIL"

Mae's latest rousing romance . , . the
story of a touring star and a country boy/
ADO1FH ZUKOR PRtSCNTS

Colorama Dial. Sentry Box. Sliding-rule Tuning
Scale. 12-Inch Stabilized Dynamic Speaker.
Mueic-Speech control. Hawi and Treble Compcneation. 9-Mctal Tube*. 3:Ban«l. Tuning Range:
Standard Broadcast*, Police Calls, Aviation Ama
teurs, International Short-wave. Auto
matic Volume Control. 10 Watte *
Output..................................... ...............
’Poc/.l/O

Purchase Your Radio

On Our
Deferred Payment Plan

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC

MAE WEST /Go West Young Man
Wilk

WARREN WILLIAM • RANDOLPH SCOTT
ALICE BRADY • Elizabeth Pallerson • Lyle Talbol • Isabel Jewell

Strand §

TODAY

HOUSE SHERMAN,
ROCKLAND, ME.

INC.
TEL. 72

JANE WITHERS
in

“CAN THIS BE DIXIE”

GLAD YOU BOUGHT A^g-

Every-Other-Day
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1j his talk he showed tools and weaj pons, bits of clothing, head dress for
R
holiday occasions, and ornaments.
Fishermen Will Care For
....
(By the Pupils)
Visitors In Summer and
A moving picture of two reels
b Exploring the Coffee Continents."
Lobster Crop In Winter
M
Last year a home room library was ' with Lowell Thomas narrator, was
For good old New Engiard thrift started in Mr Durrell's laboratory. presented Wednesday afternoon beand the art of taking advantage of Several reference books in the form I fore the Junior High. This was a
travelog of South America by plane
every possibility for orogr^s' and
i of text books and pamphlets have 1 showing views of various cities and
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
profit you have got to hand it to the
purcbased and donated, but a thrilling trip across the Andes,
industrious folks of this famous they are in no way compleU> or
Stops were made in the important
Josef Hofmann recentlj- gave two the 150th year since the death of
coffee producing countries—Brazil
island community. The lobster sea- ficlent in number Jf any 0|w
recitals in Havana, the reviewer Gluck, reformer of the opera and
son open this week. Commissioner books on
subJecta encyck). and Columbia. This is the day of
for Musical Courier saying: -Hof- ' composer of many pages of sublime
visual education and this new type
and moving melody. This anniver Rodnev E. Feyler of the Depar; ment. pediae. pamphlets, etc, that are in of instruction proved its worth when
mann thrilled the large audiences sary falls on Nov. 25. 1937, and lt of Sea and Shore Fisheries sent the way at home, the donation or
an oral quiz was later given.
with his noble musicianship, enorm- Would be logical for operatic restora- j warden Walter Simmons down to loan of them will be greatly ap• • • •
ous technic, and gorgeous beauty of tions of hiB Orfeo. Alceste. Armide. or help keep things
predated.
Principal Biaisdell spoke WednesT °f
tW° IPT^
about 25 men are going to make
‘
’
day evening to the Belfast Lions
’ •
Place next 568500 For the violinists
«
Edith Dondis has been school club on skating rinks.
Lovely Rose Bampton has been and collectors of rare string instru- j8 good living catching Uie famed sefretary
weej{
....
singing in Dresden. Her appear- ments. the 200th anniversary of the seafood until Spring This may not
• • • •
i At a meeting of the Dramatic Club
ances were two outstanding events at i death of Antonio Stradivarius. seem strange but there is a story be
At the faculty’ meeting Monday this week it) was voted to invite
the Opera. Engaged as Leonore in famous violin-maker, occurring on hind it all.
afternoon in the library, supervised Douglas Mills of Thomaston High
Trovatore. her success was so pro- Dec. 17. 1937. will doubtless be of
Most of the Maine lobster fisher study was discussed, with Mr. Bow-1 School to address the club about
nounced that she was at once interest.
den. Miss Brown. Mr Durrell, Miss Marionette and puppet snows. Mr
secured for Amnerls in Aida. It is a
John Alden Carpenter has finished men operate their traps from early
.
Hager. Miss Nichols. Miss Parker Mills has had training In this line,
rare occurrence for a foreign singer a violin concerto, which Balakovic is spring to
te a and are ta ing gn(j j^rs. Spear spiking on sug.1 an(j bas had much success with a
to appear in the Dresden Opera and to first-time this season with a major their equipment in for the winter • gested questions
Tony Sarg set.
a packed house greeted her on each orchestra. Balakovic, summers ln now. During this period the lobster
• • • •
. « . .
occasion. Her exquisite voice and , Camden, and is a vivid personality population out around Monhegan is
An eclectic course on Stocks and
Favorable comments are being
great dramatic powers, as well as wherever he appears.
given a rest, with plenty of time to ’ Bonds. Banks and Banking, and made about Gardner Brown's essay
her graceful and beautiful appear• • • •
shed and spawn and grow fat and Corporations and Money, ls being on "Liquid Air" which appeared in
ance. conquered her listeners. She
From the Los Angeles news comes healthy while thelr brothers and given Wednesday mornings, activity Tuesdays issue of this paper,
won manj’ ovations.
: an interesting bit about Erwin sisters on other sections of the coast period in the library by Mr. Me- Another essay of equal excellence was
• • • •
Nyiregyhazi—remember him? The can hardly- turn around without Carty. About 20 students are already written by Fred PeTry. junior,
In an account of Tokyo s musical Hungarian pianist who was brought stepping into a trap. The result is enrolled.
. « • •
....
Attractive Invitations have been
activities, this caught my attention: t0 Rockland many years ago by great lobstering here for awhile.
This situation was brought about
There is good skating at communi- received for a Christmas Tea, to be
"The third concert brought modern chapman? The account reads:
given next Thursday at four o'clock
Japanese and Chinese compositions, •xithqugh Nyiregyhazi's concert on some years ago. Monhegan is a ‘V park!
• • • •
by the seventh period Domestic
with many of the Japanese compos- Nov 13 ias>ed two and half hours, popular summer colony and there is
ers taking part in the program the audience responded with bravos plenty of work for all the men folks
Robert Saunders has made an at- science class. Bidden guests Include
Bunya Koh sang a group of his own , and applause to demand three en- during the season helping make the tracUw orange and black target to Mrs. Spear Mrs. Bowden. Mrs. Cumused in the typewriting speed ming. Miss Haskell. Miss Tower. Miss
Seiban (Savage) Songs. There is no; cores at the end. Nyiregyhazi is a ! visitore comfortable. So in order to
Parker. Mrs. Rogers. Miss Salmond.
language to these songs, only tlie phenomenal pianist, possessing great even things up the folks got ^ogether tests.
Mrs. Hopkins. Mrs. Durrell. Miss
exclamations of the head-hunters of dynamic force, but he has unfor- and decided that they would put off
Butter and jponge cakes have been Stahl. Miss deRochemont. Mrs
Mr Koh's native Formosa. Some of tunate traits of carelessness and dis- the lobstering until winter so as to
. .
,
------- ——
the simple and delightful piano num- regard to convention that have kept have a year around job and besides
*
e llr J*1?
Ci8SS
chick. Mrs. Biaisdell. and Mrs. Rob
bers played were a series of child- him {rom the front rank. He will they figured that it's pretty hard to “^iC S=lenM and the advanced inson.
is studying and making invalid
pieces written in the pentatonic perform amazing feats of skill, such do two jobs at once and do them
diets.
The skating rink at Community
scale. These were composed by as scintillating passages in thirds or both right.
Park has opened its sixth season.
Kojiro Kobune Each one depicts a almost unbelievable octaves, and They got a law passed at Augusta
Mrs Charlotte Hopkins has been
Japanese scene such as the first then ruin the good effects thus ere- making it illegal to catch lobsters substituting this week in the English Tuesday afternoon found many skat
ing enthusiasts enjoying the first
koto lesson; tbe painted paper ated by careless pages, disregard of within twomiles of the shore around Department
good ice of the year. The rink is
parasol, a common sight in Japan; indicated dynamics and occasional the island
’ ’ from
"
*
—
June
25 until. Dec
the piping of th? street-cart of the phrases of sheer improvisation. The 1st.
The five lusty notes which blew on again under the efficient managecandy maker: the winter pilgrims result ls annoying, for the man
As a result everybody ls happier the diaphone Thursday morning on ment of Walter Spear, and its success
hurrying to the temples: the three- should be\a really great pianist, and more prosperous and the prices account of inclement weather, indi- 15 due in large measure to his caretoned pipe of the blind masseuse, a whereas he is simply a grown-up are higher and they claim, the meat cated a welcome half-holiday for ful supervision. Younger children are
this school.
especially well cared for by Mr.
familiar sight and sound on Tokyo wonder child. It is virtuosity with- better, in the winter.
It is a mighty hazardous job but
• • • •
Spear. With the co-operation ol
residential streets at night. These out the restraint of self-discipline,
The Boys' Conference at Waterville Mayor Thurston and Street Commisnative musicians are developing a His best characteristic is a marvel- the hardy fishermen can take It
new native school under Tcherep- ous facility in piano tone coloring." Sometimes a heavy gale sweeps away was the subject of Tuesday's assemb- sioner Oardner. the second building
nine s guidance and instruction, and
a lot of gear and it isn't always ly. with accounts being given by the has been moved over near the rink
ceasing to imitate the Western
Lily Pons' new picture "The Girl pleasant to haul traps in below zero four class presidents who attended It is planned to connect the two
Idioms and forms.
from Paris" will be released shortly. weather with the seas running with Principal Biaisdell. Listening to buildings in order to relieve the conmountain high. This stuff don t William Karl s report It was learned gestion which occurs when there are
While I do not intend to speak of
bother the Monhegan menfolks that there were 19 attending this many people skating. Season tickets
Schumann-Heink in each issue for
much, to speak of. and they farm conference from Rockland, and that are $1 It is hoped that the general
DON PLAYS ON
seme time to come. I feel Leonard !
right along through thick and thin, the total attendance was 722. Bis 1 public win co-operate with the school
Liebling's tribute in Musical Courier
get their lobsters and sell em and description of the parade. Water- in order that this project may be a
is worthy of space. He says:
grow fat on it.
ville Band and other features on 1 financial success.
"Mine. Schumann-Heink was more ■
The first set is being made this Friday were interesting, including !
* * *
week and for awhile you will hear of the “toaster" at the Banquet.
! With only a week before the prethan a person; with all due respect j
some big catches from Monhegan
Saturday's events were described J sentation of the senior class play, ,
to her revered memory, it may be
said she became in time a national
-----------------by Orant Davis which included “Tweedles. attention is being given
institution.
And this as moie
PENOBSCOTOFFICERS CLl'B
movies, meetings, a group picture, to final details. The ushers will be
through virtue of some subtle
_____
visit to Colby College, and a call Eleanor Ames, chairman, Shirley
chemistry of the personality than
A splendidturnout ofofficers and cn Miss Salmond who was visiting Stickney. June Cook. Mary Havener.
Margaret Hussey, Margaret Osier.
through her great and memorable
ladies of the Penobscot Officers Clnb at her horn- in Winslow.
Helvi Rivers. Vieno Kangas. Maizie
achievements as an operatic and
Kent
Glover
described
Sunday
as
enjoyed a delightful evening of
concert artist. That she triumphed
' bridge, followed by a buffet-luncheon too short a day. with church, dinner, Joy. Charleen Ramsdell, Arlene Rob
despite every obstacle placed before
] at the Camden Hills CCC Camp. A song service, and farewell meeting, bins. Priscilla Robinson, and Ruth
her In youth, the handicap of a
Russell Nash, who was chairman of Rogers.
meeting of the executive committee
plain face and figure, poverty and
th?
assembly concluded with a few
, followed the luncheon ana the nex
domestic difficulties, is a familiar
meeting, a New Year's Eve watch fa;ts aboul th« conference in general
ELMER ALLEN'S CHAT
legend of the musical world. At the
and also a few jokes about the dele
party will be held.
zenith of her fame, the power and
Adds Some Interesting Chap
Attending were: Major and Mrs gates.
beauty of her voice and the impres
Virginia Gray lead the devotional
George Blaney. Rockland;'Capt. and
ters To the Story Of the
siveness of her use of lt, made her
assembly.
Mrs. Millard D. MacLaughlin. Ban exercises at this
Sea Gull
• • * •
outstanding even among the figures
gor; Capt. and Mrs. Charles Hewett.
A special assembly was held yes
of an age studded with shining
Rockland; Capt. and Mrs. William terday afternoon with Pitt Parker Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
names. But when creeping age
I have read with interest the
Hoffses, . Thomaston; Capt. E. A of Boston, the Crayon Wizard, de
began to take from that artistic j
Bailey, Belfast; Lt. and Mrs. Robert lighting both Senior and Junior High article in The Ccurier-Gazette from
store, she was still a great person
McCarthy New Bedford. Mass.; Lt schools with his drawings. A de- | the pen of A G. Staples His essay
ality.
and Mrs Edgar McCobb. Camden: tailed account will be given in next ' on gulls is true—they can aeroplane
“How many artists would have had
all right straight up or down in the
Lt. and Mrs Harold Brown. Cam week's column.
the courage to return to the Metro
Don Voorhees
den;
u
and
Mrs
Qeorge
j
Cum
.
—
.......
.
.
.
I
air. I have never yet seen any that
den; Lt. and Mrs George J. Cumpolitan Opera stage when past sixty !
Ten years ago Don Voorhees and ming. Rockland; Lt. and Mrs. Paul
Basketball practice is holding the C00ld
upside do^n
to dare the inevitable comparisons in
They are wise birds and easily
a
musical
organization
of
the
higher
;
Scammon.
Camden:
Lt.
and
Mrs
E
interest
of
the
boys
at
the
present
the role of Erda? But this she did
type began broadcasting, and over * Kenneth Mills. Rockland; Lt. and time. There is a great deal to do ^amed They will pull up a muscle
with distinction, and the voice that
a team will be ready for the from the mud flats, fly up In the
rose fronrthe blue gloom of the god Wie networks, too, and since that | Mrs Claude U Bishop. Jr., Rockland; J before
opening game of'the season which 8ir t0
a hei«ht and kt U drop
time
the
Voorhees
unit
has
been
Lt.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Calkin.
Washingdess shrine put to shame most of
„ on a ledge. Following it down they
heard on some of the outstanding ton; Lt. and Mrs Warren O Feyler will be with Ellsworth Dec
those that had been heard in the |
shows in radio... The versatile Don is Thomaston;
Lt. and Mrs. Philip Thirty-five men are working out' arrive at about the same time as the
intervening decades.
currently directing concert music on Newbert. Thomaston; Lt and Mrs each night and plans are underway
"And tven in the final years, when
the Cavalcade of America, swing' Burton White. Rockland; Lts. Ar- to arrange a schedule for a junior, soon devoured, the shell having been
her remarkable life had run the full
the fal1
repea.‘
circle from early privations to af- ) stuff for Ed Wynn and Graham Me- thur Adolphson. Rockland. F
M. varsity team which will include crushed
of the smaller schools of this thU Performance many times until
fluence and the stock crash had taken Namec and pop tunes with Stoop-j Pitts. Portland; L. J Clements. Bel- some
their appetites are satisfied.
I section. At a later date a Junior
1 fast were unaccompanied.
the bulk of her fortune, she still nagle and Budd,
These are the common gulls. When
High practice schedule will be ar
swayed millions instead of thousands
.
they are hatched and feathered out
ranged
and
also
a
series
of
in

by means of the radio, singing
they are usually gray in color for
tramural games which will permit
simple songs, when the once opulent
the first two years and then turn
those
who
are
not
on
the
varsity
scale had been reduced to less than
white. They are born thieves The
squad, and others who are interested.
an octave. And to all this there at
lobster fishermen have a grievance
!
to
play
as
a
member
of
an
organized
tached no element of the pathetic;
against them as they cannot leave
by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert J team.
rather this personality was a source
bait in their boats without covering
• • • •
of strength and courage to those
The weekly meeting of troop No. it securely from these scavengers.
younger than she.
I have seen them sitting on the
j 203 was held in the High School.
der the live coals. That gives you
"For musicians, and especially for
roofs
of buildings down on the
Refueling Furnace
Games were played before the meet
a fire bed sloping down from the
’ young aspirants in that difficult
waterfront, waiting for the fisher
edge
of
the
door
to
the
rear.
ing.
The
opening
ceremony
was
Fire Correct IFay
field, to whom she lent much advice
Now, shovel a charge of fresh
held In the gym after which tlie men to leave their boats so that they
and aid throughout her life, the
coal ic;. the hollow toward the
Means Most Heat AI
troop
practiced marching. At this could start their thievish work If
back ai .lie furnace, being care
homely strength and indomitable
meeting Elmer Small and David the fishermen did not cover thelr
ful to leave a mound of live
Lowest Fuel Cost
will of the great finger will remain
coals in front. These live coals
Dorr were voted into the troop. A bait boxes there would be none upon
as a permanent inspiration.”
FpilERE's an art in refueling a
ignite the gases rising from the
court of honor is to be held Decem their return.
I furnace fire that enables you
contact of the fresh and hot coal,
Another gull which has not been
ber 9th to which parents are wel
to get the most
causing them to
Among anniversaries occurring in
named
is the "laughing gull,” so
heat at the least
come. Taps were sounded at the
burn.
1937 are noted: The'Tentenary of the
called, I suppose, because it is always
cost. There’s more
Finally, when
close of the meeting.
birth of Balakireff. Russian com
to it than just
making a screeching noise. This bird
these gases are
• • • •
scooping up a
thoroughly
poser of exotic works, on Jan. 2. On
gets its living from the surface of
The
office
boys
this
week
have
few shovelfuls
burned, clean the
Feb. 27 fifty years will have passed
the water or dives like the medric
been
Robert
Rogers,
Oliver
Hamlin,
of coal and toss
ashpit and reset
since the death of Borodin, best
ing it into the firethe dampers. The
Paul Rackliffe. William Cummings, gull, or mackerel gull, seeking small
pot. The economi
know’n for his opera "Prince Igor."
Turn Damper in
Edward Sullivan, John Guptill, herring. It arrives on the coast with
cal way is simple.
the smoke pipe, re
March 22 marks the 250th anniver
Kendrick Dorman and Albert Pease. advent of warm weather and leaves
Shake the grates
member, should
with the first frost. There are none
sary of the death of Lully, who rose
• • • •
gently when nec
be nearly closed.
on the Maine coast in the winter, as
from kitchen boy to be absolute dic
essary. Don’t do it
The 13th week of school is over!
The Check Damp
vigorously and
• « * •
er should be entire
far as is known by the writer.
tator of French court music and a
shake a lot of live
ly closed. The AshAt Wednesday morning's assembly
When the flying machines are per
powerful influence in the early de
coals into the ash_______
it Damper should
of
the
Junior
High,
Rev.
Charles
A.
fected
so that they can stay in the
velopment of opera and instrumental
pit. When you see
e open. Open the
a slight red glow in the ashpit,
forms. Massenet will have passed
slide in the firedoor Marstaller
only aboutgave a most instruotlve air like the gull and not loose a
stop shaking. Then pull a mound
the width of a wooden match.
talk of Peru. Having worked among wing, I might be induced to take a
away twenty-five years ago next
of live coals from the rear to the
That’s the way to refuel eco
the Peruvian Indians for several trip in one, but until then, never.
Aug. 13- Michael Haydn, brother of
front of the firebox, just inside
nomically and the best way to
years,
his information was gained
Elmer E. Allen'
Joseph, saw the light 200 years ago j the fire-door, using your shovel or
obtain the most satisfactory re
hoe. Don’t disturb the ash un
from actual experiences. To enhance Tenants Harbor, Dec. 1
on Sept. 14. A major event will be 1
sults.
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At The High School
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712 MAIN STREET,

C. W. HOPKINS,,NC-

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 1000-W
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

Guardians
of Our Coast
Far in the distance, white and trim.
Are ships upon the ocean's rim.
Above the cliffs tall grasses sway
And bend to watch the leaping spray.
Then, when the night drops gently
down.
The moon will raise her shining crown—
And still the waves with soft caress
In all thelr tranquil loveliness
I am not there to see “
•
—Marla M Callahan

Hardy Seamen of Yore
Editor of •‘Guardians’ :—
Everything is going fine with my
new book. "The Coasterman" and
material is coming In rapidly. Cap
tains all along the coast appear de
cidedly enthusiastic and bestow upon
me much credit for having under
taken such a plan.
While on my trip East, I went to
Bangor accompanied by Capt. Park
er J. Hall. On passing through the
little town of Frankfort on the
Penobscot, he requested that I stop
my car at a certain point. Thence
we walked through a field to a
waterfront location where once stood
an old shipbuilding establishment.
There were enough remnants to show
me that at one time it had been a
stock yard but only fragments were
left to picture the activity of long ago
now become, as Longfellow said,
"The Silent Land.''
I was told by Capt. Hall that here
was built the first ship which sailed
for the East Indies trade. As Maine
was a great shipbuilding place at one
time and figured prominently in
foreign commerce, I think that
knowledge of what this State accom
plished then is most interesting. A6
I traveled up and down the coast I
could visualize that achievements
had taken place long before my ar
rival.
As I visited the homes of these old
sea captains and talked with them,
; their stories appealed to me greatly.
Among other things I learned that
often boys would walk 50 miles to a
seaport and there ship as a sailor be
fore the mast, their destination far
from their home land. In my esti
mation it took a lot of courage to
leave home in one's teens, knowing
the chances were that one would
never return. But some of those men
did return and are now able to tell
with interest their experiences.
Lads of today know nothing of
what those hardy seamen went
through to make this State and Its
coastal line of trade known through
out the hemispheres.
Henry ,W. Longfellow’s beautiful
poem written at Nahant, Sept. 8,1880

ir here quoted as an appropriate con home Wednesday at luncheon fol
tribution to this column:
lowed by a social afternoon with
"Four by the clock! and yet not day;
fancy work.
But the great world rolls and wheels
A Ski Club has been organized at
away.
With Its cities on land and its ships C. E. High School with Robert T.
at sea.
Sterling Jr., president.
Into the dawn that ls to be!
Best wishes for a speedy recovery
Only the lamp ln the anchored bark •
Sends its glimmer across the dark.
l« extended Mrs. F W. Morong, ill in
And the heavy breathing of the sea
a Portland hospital. Mr. Morong,
Is the only sound that comes to me."
Robert Thayer Sterling
machinist, is well known to the
Portland Head. Dec. 2
Lighthouse family on the Maine
! Coast.
Portland Head
It appears winter has come to stay
A. W. Hathorne who substituted a while, all kinds of weather being
here during vacation returned Friday available. Wednesday with snow
to St. George.
falling in Portland. In South Port
MLss Ellzabe,h Sterling of Peaks land hail, then along to Cape Cot
Island was Mrs R. T. Sterling's gues. tage and Portland Head where rain
Thursday night.
was falling and freezing, making
Keeper A. J. Beal. Mrs Beal, driving hazardous.
daughter Eleanor of White Head
Light and Mrs. L O. Goff and son
The sea, that home of
Richard of Westbrook called Sunday
marvels. —W. E. Glad
on the Hilts.
Mrs. Mollye Mitchell of Woodfords stone
was hostess to Good Timers at her
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MIAMI

The mere knowledqc that al Ihe Cnhimbus. you are indeed al Ihe

social and qenqraphical center o[ things lends a sense nf well beinq
Ihat enhances ynur entire slay.

Uut Columbus charm is rooted deep

in

practical foundations in quiet luxury of appointments, in proficiency

in providing the creature comforts, in superior service.

Two entire

floors of public rooms, individual decorations, baths with both tub and

shower, complete soft water plant, steam heal, unique seventeenth
floor dining room—added to centralized convenience to every

business and rccrealional activity—these are foremast among the
many factors that contribute lo complete vacaliuu enjoyment
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NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/*
RATES:
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to Your hotel in BOSTON
Osublt hb-VM-A l»

All ROOM) WITM BATH

Sh«c<ai w««Uy rates

500 Rooms
IQUttm W! TH •• •

RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB’••SHOWER

MANGER
NORTH STATION
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